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THE NEW YORK SALE GROUP
®

Formed in 1998 the New York Sale partnership currently comprises four of the most prestigious numismatic auction houses in the world, who together form a powerful
international force in the numismatic industry. Original partners A. H. Baldwin & Sons Ltd (London, UK) and M&M Numismatics Ltd (Washington DC, USA and Basel,
Switzerland) were subsequently joined by Dmitry Markov Coins & Medals of New York (USA) in 2000 and Ira & Larry Goldberg Coins & Collectibles Inc of California
(USA) in 2014. Original partner A.H. Baldwin & Sons Ltd (London) was sold in 2017 and the spot was taken by Sovereign Rarities Ltd in 2018. The partnership has
expanded to hold three multi-million dollar sales per year, specializing in Ancient and World Coins and Russian Coins and Medals.
Held in conjunction with one of the largest annual numismatic events (The New York International Numismatic Convention) the group holds three auctions on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday of the week long conference in January and has held over 33 auctions since its conception. By combining a vast array of experience and knowledge
the group strives to offer the best service to their clients and customers, whether buying at the auction or as a potential vendor for the sale, any one of the partners can offer
advice. Catalogues are produced to the highest possible standard and may be used as a useful reference for serious buyers and coin collectors.
Over the years the partnership has aimed to achieve the best possible prices for their vendors and undertake a marketing strategy which is proven by the excellent results
achieved year upon year. In 2004 the sale of an 1825 Russian silver Rouble for US$603,750 broke the world record price achieved for any non-US coin sold by public
auction and since then lots have regularly attained prices well above estimate. In 2008 results from the Italian section of the sale made a staggering US$1,118,400, four
times the pre-sale estimate. The famous Prospero collection of Ancient Greek coins was professionally presented by the group in 2012 and resulted in numerous world
records, finally realizing in excess of US$26,000,000 for the 642 lots after 8 hours of auctioneering. The printed auction catalogue will remain a major reference work for
many years to come and is a ‘must have’ for any collector of the series.

Ira & Larry Goldberg Coins & Collectibles Inc.

Dmitry Markov Coins & Medals, New York

Founded in 1998. Ira and Larry Goldberg have more than 100 years of experience between
them, having started working as very young men at Superior Stamp and Coin Company
in Los Angeles, California, a prominent company founded by their grandfather in 1931.

Dmitry Markov’s interest in coin collecting goes back to 1972. In 1985
he graduated from the History Department of the Kiev State University

Ira and Larry Goldberg refer to their company as a boutique auction house, because of
the personal, specialized service they offer to their consignors. Their auction house provides live and on-line auctions of United States coins and currency, world and ancient
coins, numismatics, and manuscripts and collectibles to collectors, dealers, and investors.
Ira and Larry have assembled and auctioned some of the most important collections ever
sold, including the 2008 Millennia Collection, which realized $23,000,000, a one- day, single-owner sale of World and Ancient coins; and the 2014 Missouri Cabinet Collection of
U.S. Half-Cent coins, which realized $18,000,000. In November of 2005, the Goldbergs
privately sold the world-renowned King of Siam Set for a record-breaking $8.5 million.
Ira is an expert on United States coinage, from colonial through modern issues, and an
authority on ancient Greek, Roman, and Judean coinage and antiquities, as well as world
gold coins, crowns, and minors. Larry is an expert on all phases of United States coinage, as
well as U.S. paper money and world gold and silver coins. Both Ira and Larry are valuations
contributors to the Red Book and the Blue Book. Both belong to the Professional Numismatist Guild, of which Ira served as president and director, and both belong to the American Numismatic Association, which awarded them a Lifetime Achievement Award in 2011.

(Ukraine) and received his M.A. for the thesis - “Monetary Circulation in Ancient Russia (8th to 13th cent. A.D.)”. His broad interests in numismatics include Russia, Ancient Coinage especially those of the Northern Black Sea area, as well as Islamic Central Asia and Caucasus. He has published a number of research articles in these fields.
After coming to the U.S. in 1990, Dmitry Markov founded “Dmitry Markov Coins & Medals,” a
well-known leading firm dealing. Dmitry Markov’s continuing research on Russian, Ancient
and Islamic coinage makes an invaluable addition to his very extensive auction catalogs. He
issued over 40 illustrated reference catalogues, as well as many other fixed price lists. Dmitry
Markov Coins & Medals have been an elected member of the International Association of Professional Numismatists (IAPN) since 2000. Also a Life Member of the American Numismatic Association (ANA), American Numismatic Society (ANS), a Life Member of the Orders &
Medals Society of America (OMSA), as well as many other trade and collectors associations.

M&M Numismatics Ltd, Washington DC & Switzerland

Sovereign Rarities Ltd.

Münzen und Medaillen AG (M&M) was established in Basel, Switzerland in 1941.
The founders were the brothers Dr. Erich Cahn and Dr. Herbert Cahn, professional numismatists, together with several eminent Swiss collectors. M&M became wellknown in the post WWII period for its monthly fixed price lists, a series which continued for over 60 years. The firm has also conducted over 100 auctions, including
great collections such as the Rosen (Ancient electrum), Bally (Roman), Kohlmoos
(crown-sized coins) Sutter (Italy and Sicily) and many others. In partnership with
Leu Numismatik, M&M also auctioned the Kunstfrend and Niggeler collections.

Sovereign Rarities was founded by Ian Goldbart, a collector of coins for over forty years
and former Managing Director of established numismatists A.H. Baldwin & Sons Ltd. Sovereign, a member of the British Numismatic Trade Association, prides itself on providing
collectors with a personal and traditional service of the highest professional standard. With
a small but dedicated team of specialists, comprising members of the British Numismatic
Society, the Royal Numismatic Society, the American Numismatic Society and American
Numismatic Association, we combine over 100 years of experience and can assist collectors
with all areas of numismatics, encompassing classical coins from the ancient Greek, Roman
and Byzantine periods, British hammered and milled coins, World coins, Indian and Islamic
coins, Commemorative medals, and Numismatic Books. Over the years, our specialists have
been involved with building and cataloguing many major collections, including the Bentley
Collection of gold Sovereigns and the Prospero Collection of Ancient Greek Coins. We have
a great deal of experience in both researching and cataloguing and have been responsible for
a number of world record prices. Based in Mayfair, London, we welcome all enquiries. We
attend numerous major numismatic conventions and exhibitions in the U.K., Europe, the
USA and around the world. We are always keen to buy either single numismatic items or
whole collections and are able to offer direct purchase, auction, or private treaty.

In the 1990s, Dr. Hans Voegtli assumed responsibility for Ancient coins and Dr. Bernhard Schulte for Medieval and modern coins. In 1996, M&M Numismatics opened
in Washington, DC with Lucien Birkler as managing director. In 1997, M&M
Deutschland opened in Weil am Rein, Germany, with Joachim Stollhoff as managing director. The Basel office closed in 2004, but both the American and German firms
remain active. Today both companies continue the long tradition of serving collectors and look forward to serving your numismatics needs now and in the future.

FREE
LIVE INTERNET BIDDING
Bid in THE NEW YORK AUCTION from the comfort of your home or office

~~Control your bids as if you were in the room personally~~
~~Listen to the auctioneer and the room as the bidding increases~~
~~Watch the auction take place in real time~~
Benefits of Using this Service:

You control the bidding as if you were in the room yourself
Leave commission bids on-line before the auction starts
Bids are automatically executed for you while you sit back and watch
No need to rely on an agent or someone else executing your bids.
View the auction estimates in multiple currencies (bidding is in US dollars)
View the auction catalog in a convenient way with “zoom” features
Lookup auction results during the auction (early prices realized are preliminary and subject to change)
You pay the same premium as the bidders in the room
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You will need to register on the site at least 24 hours before the auction and be approved for bidding
You will be asked to leave a valid credit card number before bidding, this is for registration and authentication
only and will not be used for any purchases.

Register Now at:
www.goldbergcoins.com/view-auctions/sales
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www.sales-room.com

CONDITIONS OF SALE
1.

APPLICATION AND CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIP

1.1. By making a bid, a Bidder acknowledges his acceptance of these Conditions and will be
bound by them.

4.10. Estimates in the Catalog are not limits or reserves but reflect the actual market prices and
are intended as a guide for bidders. The actual prices realized may be higher or lower than these
valuations. The starting price will be about 80% of the estimates, unless there are higher offers.

5.

PAYMENT

1.2. Ira & Larry Goldberg Coins & Collectibles Inc. (“Auctioneer”), Dmitry Markov Coins & Medals, M&M Numismatics Ltd., and Sovereign Rarities Ltd. act as Auction Agent for the Seller for the
sale of a Lot to the Buyer unless any of these entities is in fact the owner of the Lot. As such,
Auction Agent is not responsible for any default by the Seller or the Buyer.

5.1. The Purchase Price payable by a Buyer is the Hammer Price plus a Buyer’s Premium
of 18% of the Hammer Price. Buyer of a lot is responsible for paying New York sales

1.3.
The contract for the sale of a Lot is between the Seller and the Buyer and is subject to
these Conditions and the Seller’s Conditions.

5.2. Buyer of a Lot shall pay the Purchase Price in full before the Lot can be delivered to the
Buyer.

2.

5.3. Except where Condition 5.2 applies, any part of the Purchase Price outstanding after the
Auction shall be payable by you within 14 days of the date of the Auction, the due date.

PRE-SALE AND DESCRIPTIONS

2.1. Statements made by us in a Catalog, during the course of the Auction or elsewhere,
describing a Lot, including its authorship, origin, age, size, condition, genuineness, authenticity,
value or the state of preservation and strike are intended as a guide for interested Bidders. When
a grade from an independent grading service is mentioned, the information is provided strictly for
the convenience. These are statements of opinion only and should not be relied on as statements
of fact. Illustrations of the Lots are for general identification only.
2.2.
Lots by their nature are usually aged and varied in condition. The absence of any description of a defect, damage, modification or restoration in any Catalog does not imply that there are
none.
2.3.
Coins are graded to accepted international standards to the best ability of our specialists.
You acknowledge that the grading of coins is subjective and may vary from specialist to specialist,
as the process is by nature an art and not a science. For this reason, we do not automatically
accept and are not bound by the opinions of third party coin grading services for any purposes
including before and after the sale of a Lot.
2.4. If you are interested in a Lot, we strongly recommend that you view it in person before the
Auction and form your own opinion of the description of the Lot.
2.5. We reserve the right to change any aspect of the published description of a Lot prior to the
Auction. Any change may be published on our website, displayed at the Auction, announced by
the auctioneer prior to the sale and/or communicated in any other manner.
2.6.

All copyright in Catalogs, including images, belongs to Auctioneer.

3.

ABSENTEE COMMISSION BIDS

tax, unless the Lot is exempt.

5.4. The Purchase Price is payable by you in cash in full in US funds. You are not entitled to
set-off any amounts that you claim are due from us or anyone else or make any other deductions.
5.5. Unless we have agreed in writing otherwise, you shall act on your own account as principal
in respect of the sale and therefore if you accept a commission from a third party to bid on their
behalf, you do so at your own risk and will remain personally liable (jointly with your principal) to
us for the Purchase Price in accordance with these Conditions.
5.6.

The methods of payment and surcharges are set out below.

5.7. If the Purchase Price has not been settled within 30 days of the Auction date interest will
be charged at 2% per month from the due date of payment to the date that cleared funds are
received whether that is before or after any legal judgment. This is without prejudice to any other
rights that we have for non-payment.
5.8. If you fail to comply with your obligations under these Conditions, the Lot, in respect of
such non-compliance, may at our discretion be put up for sale at Auction or privately and resold.
In this case, you will be liable in full and will indemnify us for all losses, costs and expenses (including attorneys’ fees and legal costs) incurred as a result, including the costs of the resale and
the amount (if any) by which the Hammer Price obtained on the resale is less than the Hammer
Price obtained on the original sale of the Lot to the Buyer.

6.

RISK, TITLE AND DELIVERY

6.1.
The risk of damage/loss to the Lot will pass to the Buyer on the fall of the hammer. Title
in a Lot will not pass to the Buyer until the Purchase Price has been paid in full.

3.1.
If you are unable to attend the Auction personally, you may submit a Commission Bid
and we will endeavor to purchase the Lot on your behalf for the lowest price possible. You must
submit this in writing using the Commission Bid Form and send it to us by post, fax or email at
least 24 hours prior to the Auction.

6.2. Unless agreed by us, you should collect the Lot within 7 days of the date of payment in full.
We reserve the right to charge for storage and to resell by Auction or privately without notice to
you, if a Lot is not collected. Alternatively, we will send the Lot to you by recorded post. Postage
and insurance costs will be charged as additional costs.

3.2. For all Commission Bids, you must supply your name and address, contact telephone
number and email. You must also provide the Lot number and description of the Lot, the amount
of your Bid and any other information requested in the Commission Bid Form or by us. It is your
responsibility to provide the correct information and to ensure that we have received your Commission Bid.

6.3. Except in relation to Forgeries, you must satisfy yourself that the correct Lot has been
delivered to you at the time of collection/delivery. We will not be responsible for any discrepancy
which might be discovered after the Lots have been collected. If we have shipped the Lot to you,
we will not be responsible for any discrepancies if you fail to notify us within 24 hours of receipt.

3.3. We do not charge for this service and therefore we will not incur any liability for executing
(or failing to execute) the Commission Bid.
3.4. If you submit a Commission Bid verbally (by telephone or otherwise), we shall not be
responsible for any misunderstandings (by either us or our agents or you) in relation to your Bid.
All bids made in this way must be confirmed in writing before the Auction.
3.5.
If we receive two Commission Bids for equal value for the same Lot, the Bid received first
by us shall take precedence.
3.6.

4.
4.1.

“Buy” commissions and unlimited Commission Bids will not be accepted.

AUCTION SALE
This sale is a public auction sale conducted by licensed and bonded auctioneers.

4.2.
Before the Auction, all potential Bidders must notify their name and address to the Auctioneer and, if required, provide proof of identity to our satisfaction and bank or other credit
references. Bidders unknown to Auctioneer are requested to establish credit or deposit 25% of
their bids before the sale. We cannot accept bids from minors.
4.3. The highest Bidder for each Lot shall be the Buyer. If there is a dispute, the Auctioneer
shall have absolute discretion to determine the dispute including re-offering the disputed Lot for
sale. Auctioneer reserves the right to refuse any bid he feels is not made in good faith.
4.4. A Bidder must submit a bid for an entire Lot and each Lot constitutes a separate sale.
The Auctioneer shall, however, have absolute discretion to divide any Lot, to combine any two or
more Lots, or to withdraw any Lot from the Auction without giving any reason (including after the
hammer has fallen). Bidding shall be regulated at the absolute discretion of the Auctioneer. The
Auctioneer has the right to refuse any bid.
4.5.
All sales are final. Subject to Condition 4.4, the contract for the sale of the Lot is concluded
on the fall of the hammer.
4.6.

You cannot cancel your purchase of a Lot once the hammer has fallen.

4.7.
Auctioneer reserves the right to include in any Auction its own material as well as material from affiliated or related companies, principals, officers or employees. Auctioneer may have
direct or indirect interests in any of the Lots in the Auction and may collect commissions. THE
TWO PRECEDING SENTENCES SHALL BE DEEMED A PART OF THE DESCRIPTION OF ALL LOTS
CONTAINED IN THE CATALOG.

6.4. It is the Buyer’s responsibility to obtain any necessary import, export or other licenses
required in relation to a Lot.

7.

GUARANTEE FOR FORGERIES

7.1. Auctioneer is a member of the International Association of Professional Numismatists and
in accordance with the conditions of membership, shall provide a guarantee to the Buyer for all
Lots against Forgeries on the terms set out in these Conditions (‘Guarantee’).
7.2. For the purposes of these Conditions, a ‘Forgery’ means an imitation that has been created
with the fraudulent intent to deceive in respect of the authorship, origin, date, age, period and
the correct description does not correspond with the description in the Catalog and as a result has
a value significantly less than it would have been had it been genuine.
7.3. You must notify us in writing within one (1) month of you becoming aware that the Lot
may be a Forgery. The Lot must be returned to us in the same condition as at the time of sale
and you must submit evidence that the Lot is a Forgery, the onus being on you to prove that it is
a Forgery.
7.4.

You acknowledge that:

(a)
we reserve the right to re-assess the Lot or engage at our expense any expert or
authority considered by us at our sole discretion to have the necessary expertise to undertake a
re-assessment of the Lot;
(b)
following our re-assessment of the Lot, you agree to be bound by our decision as to
whether or not the Lot is a Forgery.
7.5.

You shall not be entitled to a refund for a Forgery if:

(a)
the grounds for claiming that the Lot is a Forgery is based primarily on a difference
of opinion between us and a third party providing coin grading services;
(b)
the grounds for claiming that the Lot is a Forgery is by reason of any damage and/
or restoration and/or modification work of any nature;
(c)
the description of the Lot in the Catalog was in accordance with generally accepted
opinions of numismatic specialists as at the date of publication or the catalog indicated that there
was a conflict of opinion.

4.8.

Auctioneer may bid for its own account at any auction.

(d)
it has been proved that the Lot is a Forgery by applying a method that was unavailable or not generally applied within the industry of numismatics as at the date of publication
of the catalog or was disproportionately expensive, in both cases as determined in our absolute
discretion.

4.9.

All Lots are offered for sale subject to a Reserve.

7.6.

If we agree that the Lot is a Forgery then subject to:

(a)
you being able to confirm in writing that you can transfer legal and beneficial title to
the Lot to us or as directed by us free from all encumbrances or third party claims of any nature;
and
(b)
the exclusions in Condition 7.7, then the sale of the Lot will be rescinded so that it
is canceled and we will refund the Purchase Price to you in full.
7.7. Your right to return the Lot and receive a refund of the Hammer Price under the Guarantee
is your sole remedy against us, our agents and sub-contractors and/or the Seller for a Forgery.
You will not be entitled to claim interest on the amount due to you. Neither we, our agents or
sub-contractors nor the Seller shall be liable for costs, expenses, damages or any other liability
however it arises relating to a Forgery.
7.8. In accordance with the restriction in Condition 10.2, the benefit of the Guarantee is personal to the Buyer and is not transferable to a new owner of the Lot or any other person.

8.

EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY AND WARRANTIES

8.1. Except where these conditions expressly state otherwise, no warranty as to merchantability
or fitness for a particular purpose is given to a buyer concerning a lot and each lot is sold “as is”
and as shown with all faults, imperfections, errors of description (including authorship, origin,
age, size, condition or value) or lack of authenticity or genuineness and neither we nor the seller
nor any of our agents or sub-contractors will be liable for any damages, costs, expenses or any
other liability arising out of the same whether or not caused by negligence. Furthermore, the
Auctioneer offers no representation that a numismatic item has or has not been cleaned; that any
toning is natural or artificial; that any coin will meet the standards or grade of any independent
grading service; that any item has a particular provenance or pedigree, or that a numismatic item
is struck or produced in a particular style. Any statement concerning such matters reflects an
opinion only. Questions regarding the minting of a coin as a proof or as a business strike relate to
the method of manufacture and not to authenticity. The auction is not an approval sale.
8.2. Except as provided in 6.3, any claims for adjustment other than authenticity must be made
in writing within seven (7) days after delivery of the goods. No Lots may be returned without
our written permission. It is the Buyer’s responsibility to have the Lots fully insured while in his
possession. Our maximum liability under these Conditions is the amount of the Purchase Price
paid by you.
8.3. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in these Conditions of Sale, Coins listed in this
catalogue graded by PCGS or NGC, may not be returned for any reason whatsoever. Whatever
current guarantees and or warranties granted by PCGS and or NGC mirrors ours.
8.4.
All oral and written statements made by the Auctioneer and its employees (including
affiliated and related companies) are statements of opinion only, and are not warranties or representations of any kind, unless stated as a specific written warranty, and no employee or agent
of the Auctioneer has authority to vary or alter these Conditions of Sale. Any alteration shall be
effective only if in writing and signed by an officer of the Auctioneer authorized to do so.

statute or otherwise are excluded to the fullest extent permitted by law. No variation to these
Conditions shall be legally binding unless agreed in writing by us.
10.2. All rights and benefits granted to a Bidder under these Conditions are personal to him and
may not be assigned or in any other way transferred to any other person. Any such assignment
or transfer will be invalid and unenforceable against us.
10.3. A notice required or permitted to be given by either of us to the other under these Conditions shall, in the case of a Bidder, be to the last address notified to us and in the case of
Auctioneer, shall be to the registered office of Auctioneer.
10.4. No failure or delay by us in exercising any of our rights under these Conditions shall be
deemed to be a waiver of that right, and no waiver by us of any breach of these Conditions by
you shall be considered as a waiver of any subsequent breach of the same or any other provision.
10.5. We may perform our obligations and exercise our respective rights through any of our
group companies or assign our rights under these Conditions.
10.6. If any provision of these Conditions is held by any court or other competent authority to be
invalid or unenforceable, in whole or in part, the validity of the other provisions and the remainder
of the provision in question shall not be affected.
10.7. These Conditions, as well as the Buyer’s and our respective rights and obligations hereunder, shall be governed by and construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State
of New York. By bidding at the Auction, whether in person, by agent, Commission Bid, telephone
or other means, the Buyer shall be deemed to have consented to the exclusive jurisdiction of the
state courts of, and the federal courts sitting in, the State of New York.

11. INTERPRETATION
11.1. In these Conditions:
‘Auction Agent’, ‘Auctioneer’, ‘us’ or ‘we’ means Ira & Larry Goldberg Coins & Collectibles Inc.,
Dmitry Markov Coins & Medals, M&M Numismatics Ltd., and Sovereign Rarities Ltd.;
‘Bidder’ and ‘you’ means a person making, attempting to make or considering making a bid for
a Lot including a Buyer;
‘Buyer’ means the person who makes the highest bid for a Lot which is accepted by the auctioneer
and if the person is acting as an agent, will be a reference to its principal only if Auction Agent
has accepted the agency in writing;
‘Catalog’ means a catalog, price list or other publication or price list;
‘Commission Bid’ is an instruction from a Bidder to us to bid on their behalf at the Auction;

8.5. Neither we nor any of our agents or sub-contractors shall be liable, whether in tort (including negligence or breach of statutory duty), contract, misrepresentation or otherwise:

‘Conditions’ means these conditions of sale and any other additional terms notified to Bidders in
writing in a Catalog or otherwise (which includes notices displayed at the Auction) or as agreed in
writing between Auction Agent and the Bidder;

(a)for loss of profits or business, depletion of goodwill and/or similar losses;loss of contracts; or

‘Hammer Price’ means the amount of the highest bid for a Lot accepted by the auctioneer;

(b)any special, indirect, incidental, consequential, exemplary or pure economic loss, costs, damages, charges or expenses.

‘Including’ or ‘include’ mean including without limitation and include without limitation, respectively;

We shall not be liable to you or be deemed to be in breach of these Conditions by reason
8.6.
of any delay in performing, or any failure to perform, any of our obligations in the Conditions, if
the delay or failure was due to any cause beyond our reasonable control.

‘Lot’ means any item deposited with us for sale at auction including items described against any
Lot number in a Catalog;

8.7. Nothing in these Conditions excludes or limits our liability for any matter which it would be
illegal for us to exclude or attempt to exclude under New York law or for our fraud or fraudulent
misrepresentation.

9.

DATA PROTECTION

9.1. By agreeing to these Conditions, a Bidder acknowledges and agrees that we will use
personal information of a Bidder for the purpose of the Auction and ancillary matters, including
providing a Buyer’s personal details to any other person where necessary to enforce our rights
under these Conditions.

10. GENERAL
10.1. These Conditions and the Seller’s Conditions constitute the entire agreement between us
and supersede all other agreements, understandings, warranties and representations concerning
the subject matter hereof. All other terms, warranties and representations, express or implied by

‘Purchase Price’ means the Hammer Price plus Buyer’s Premium and New York sales tax, where
applicable;
‘Reserve’ means a confidential price below which the Auctioneer will not sell a Lot or will re-purchase on behalf of the Seller or for the account of Auctioneer. Unless otherwise specified at the
time of Lot consignment, this will be set at approximately 80% of the Lot estimate at complete
discretion of the auctioneer;
‘Seller’s Conditions’ means the terms and conditions of sale between Auction Agent and a Seller
for the sale of a Lot as displayed in the Auction room, on our website or available from Auction
Agent.
11.2. Headings in these Conditions are for convenience only and shall not affect their interpretation.

Payment can be made by:

US check/bank draft or deposit payable to: Goldberg Coins & Collectibles
Bank Transfer: Mechanics Bank, Beverly Hill, CA., Account # 3102005893, Ira & Larry Goldberg C&C (New York Account)

for domestic US wires: ABA#122 244 854
for international wires: Swift Code CRBKUS6L

(We do not pay wiring costs. Add $20.00 for International Wires or $15.00 for Domestic Wires)

Please email and notify us of your payment to Goldberg Coins & Collectibles at
info@goldbergcoins.com
REMEMBER TO MAIL, FAX OR EMAIL YOUR BID SHEET EARLY
AND SEND THEM TO ONLY ONE OF THE AUCTION PARTNERS
GOOD LUCK AT THE AUCTION!

WORLD COINAGE
ARGENTINA

Provincias del Rio de la Plata, silver 8-Reales, 1815 PTS-F. Potosí mint (Bolivia), radiant sun with face,
PROVICIAS error in legend, Rev. arms within wreath, date below (KM 14). Toned, in PCGS holder grad$1,600
ed AU 55, an attractive example of this popular variety, scarce.

Kingdom of Araucania and Patagonia, New-France Monarchy, copper 2-Centavos, 1874. Fantasy issue of
French adventurer Orélie-Antoine de Tounens, arms, Rev. value and date (Lec 1; KM X1). Mint state with
$400
remains of original luster, in PCGS holder graded MS 62BN.
PCGS certification 83734642.

AUSTRALIA

Very Rare Type 2 Adelaide Gold Pound of 1852

Adelaide, gold Pound token, 1852. Struck in 22 carat gold alloyed with copper, type II, crown over date,
crenellated beaded circle surrounding both sides, legend surrounding, toothed border around rim both
sides, GOVERNMENT ASSAY OFFICE around upper half, ADELAIDE below, Rev. VALUE ONE
POUND in three lines at center, the upper and lower words curving around the central word, upper legend WEIGHT. 5 DWT: 15 GRS: lower legend 22 CARATS, weight 8.44g (Bentley 628 this coin; QM 23
R3; Fr 3; KM 2). Some light striations around rim with light surface marks, a little weak on high points, in
NGC holder graded MS 62, Pop 4; 5 pieces graded higher at NGC with the finest example graded MS65.
$27,000
Ex Bentley Collection, part II, Baldwin Auction 76, 27th September 2012, lot 628.
NGC certification 2718443-001. With the discovery of gold at Ballarat near Bathurst in New South Wales during 1851 a veritable gold rush occurred, and Southern Australian towns were suddenly depleted in population as the migration occurred to the
prospective gold fields. Successful finds of gold caused a sudden influx of gold into Adelaide, the nearest major town to the gold
fields and the Lieutenant-Governer of South Australia Sir Henry Young, knew that a Mint could not be set up without Royal approval which would take at least six months with the distance and set up time involved. Sir Henry took advice from George Tinline
the acting Manager of the South Australian Banking Company and Robert Torrens the Colonial Treasurer about the understanding of a clause in the Bill affecting currency which revealed a possible loop-hole to the need for Royal approval stating “unless
urgent necessity exists”. It was upon these words that Sir Henry Young decided to pass through the South Australian Legislative
Council, Bullion Act Number 1 to produce gold ingots and later the gold token coins like we have offered here. Within hours the
Government Assay Office had been set up so refining of ingots could commence. Following criticism of the ingots produced an
amendment was made to the Act in November of 1852 to authorize production of coins still without any Royal approval. The first
die produced for the Pound coin failed after some 30 coins had been produced rendering the type I pieces of the greatest rarity.
The type II piece like we offer here, were more successful to the great relief of the economy in Adelaide and minting finished in
February 1853 when some 25,000 had been struck. However, only a minuscule percentage survives today as so many were melted
down due to the value of the gold at that time exceeding the face value upon the coins, meaning the vast proportion were melted
down. Royal disapproval of the “token” coinage arrived in November of 1853 when a large influx of newly minted British gold
Sovereigns of 1853 also arrived to alleviate the economy and so the coinage was displaced to the scant survivors we have today.

Very Well Preserved Sydney Mint Gold Half-Sovereign of 1857

Victoria (1837-1901), gold Half-Sovereign, Sydney Branch Mint, 1857. Second young head left with wreath
of banksia in hair, date below, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, VICTORIA D: G: BRITANNIAR: REG: F: D: Rev. AUSTRALIA across center, crown above within tied laurel wreath, SYDNEY
MINT above, HALF SOVEREIGN below (Marsh 382; Fr 10a; KM 3). Some light hairline marks, toned,
very rare this well preserved, in NGC holder graded MS 63, Pop 1; the only Mint State example graded at
NGC. Tied with another MS-63 coin at PCGS as the finest graded
examples.
$17,500
Ex St James Auction 21, 19th April 2012, lot 550.
NGC certification 2718443-003. We note that this MS63 coin is by far the highest currently graded by NGC, however we note
PCGS have one at MS64 listed. Calendar year mintage=537,000.

The Highest Graded Example of a Sydney Mint
Gold Half-Sovereign Dated 1858

Victoria (1837-1901), gold Half-Sovereign, Sydney Branch Mint, 1858. Second young head left with wreath
of banksia in hair, date below, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, VICTORIA D: G: BRITANNIAR: REG: F: D: Rev. AUSTRALIA across center, crown above within tied laurel wreath, SYDNEY
MINT above, HALF SOVEREIGN below (Marsh 383; Fr 10a; KM 3). Some light hairline marks, nick on
cheek, toned, some die clash evident on reverse, and very rare this well preserved, in NGC holder graded MS
62+, Pop 1; the only Mint State example graded at NGC.
$15,000
Ex St James Auction 21, 19th April 2012, lot 551.
NGC certification 2718443-004. Calendar year mintage=483,000.

High Grade Sydney Mint Sovereign of 1858

Victoria (1837-1901), gold Sovereign, Sydney Branch Mint, 1858. Second young head left with wreath of
banksia in hair, date below, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, VICTORIA D: G: BRITANNIAR: REG: F: D: Rev. AUSTRALIA across center, crown above within tied laurel wreath, SYDNEY
MINT above, ONE SOVEREIGN below, weight 7.97g (Bentley 633 this coin; Marsh 363 R; Fr 10; KM
4). Some light bagmarks and one light abrasion on rim, toned, pleasing and extremely rare, in NGC holder
graded MS 61, Pop 2; only 1 graded higher in MS-62 at NGC. The finest graded pieces at PCGS are also
MS-61 examples.
$10,000
Ex Noble Numismatics, 25th Anniversary sale 66, 28th March 2001, lot 1219.
Ex Bentley Collection, part II, Baldwin Auction 76, 27th September 2012, lot 633.
NGC certification 2718451-003. We note from the census reports of PCGS and NGC that only one 1858 Sovereign is graded
higher and this piece is joint with two others at this level of grade. Calendar year mintage=1,101,500.

Victoria (1837-1901), gold Sovereign, Sydney Branch Mint, 1870. Struck in gold alloyed with 8.33% copper, second young head left with wreath of banksia in hair, date below, Latin legend and toothed border
surrounding, VICTORIA D: G: BRITANNIAR: REG: F: D: Rev. AUSTRALIA across center, crown
above within tied laurel wreath, SYDNEY MINT above, ONE SOVEREIGN below, weight 8.00g (Bentley 653 this coin; Marsh 375; Fr 10; KM 4;). One tiny nick on obverse, with attractive red hue of tone, in
NGC holder graded AU 58 which seems a little harsh for the eye appealing nature of this coin. $1,750
Ex Noble Numismatics, 25th Anniversary sale 66, 28th March 2001, lot 1344.
Ex Bentley Collection, part II, Baldwin Auction 76, 27th September 2012, lot 653.
NGC certification 2718451-004. Calendar year mintage=1,220,000.

High Grade 1887 Melbourne Shield Sovereign

Victoria (1837-1901), gold Sovereign, Melbourne Branch Mint, 1887 M. Fourth filleted young head left,
W.W. in relief on truncation, date below, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, VICTORIA DEI
GRATIA, Rev. crowned quartered shield of arms within laurel wreath, emblems below with mint mark
M, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, BRITANNIARUM REGINA FID: DEF: weight 7.98g
(Bentley 757 this coin; Marsh 68 R3; Fr 12; KM 6; S 3854). Toned with some very light surface marks, with
underlying brilliance, in NGC holder graded MS 62, Pop 2; tied for the finest examples graded at both
services.
$6,750
Ex Bentley Collection, part II, Baldwin Auction 76, 27th September 2012, lot 757.
NGC certification 2718451-005. We note this coin grades joint highest with two others on the NGC population report and
one other on the PCGS site. Calendar year mintage=1,916,424 which also includes the much more common St George reverse
pieces.

Extremely Rare Australian Proof Florin From the Melbourne Mint

George V (1910-36), silver Proof Florin (2-Shillings), 1936. Melbourne mint, crowned bust left, Rev. arms,
date below (KM 27). Attractively toned with underlying luster, in NGC holder graded PF 63, Pop 1; only
1 graded higher in PF-64 at NGC.very rare.
$20,000
Ex Ted Reams Collection, Heritage, Long Beach Auction, 6th September 2012, lot 23076.
NGC certification 3419783-002.

AUSTRIA

Duchy, Albert II (1330-86), gold Gulden. Judenburg, DVX ALBERTVS, ornate lily of Florence, Rev. S IOHANNES B, St John the Baptist standing, mintmark coat-of-arms at end of legend, 3.52g (Fr 1; CNA 1 E1).
Well struck on a well-prepared flan showing original die polishing lines, toned about uncirculated. $2,000

Holy Roman Empire, Leopold V (1619-26), silver Thaler 1621, Hall. LEOPOLDVS D G ARCHID
AVSTRIAE DVX BVRG S CAES Mtis ET RELIQ, bust left in clergy robe, separating the date, Rev. ARCHIDVC GVBERNATOR PLENARIVS COM TIROL, crowned shield of arms, 28.79g (Dav 3033; KM
264.5). Lustrous mint state with original cut from the rolled plate at 6 o’clock, a superb example, in PCGS
holder graded MS 63, Pop 1; tied with another MS-63 example at NGC for the finest graded coins.
$1,000
PCGS certification 34324572.

Holy Roman Empire, Joseph II (1765-90), silver Thaler 1771 F-AS, Hall. JOSEPH II D G R I S A COR
& HER R H B & c, armored bust right, Rev. ARCH AUST D BURG LOTH M D HET 1771 X, crowned
double eagle with arms on breast, separating mintmaster’s initials below, 28.05g (Dav 1162; KM 2074.2).
Small metal striations on neck, almost as struck with light colorful cabinet tone, very pleasing, in PCGS
holder graded MS 63+, Pop 1; the only example graded
at both services.
$1,500
PCGS certification 34324573.

BARBADOS

St James, Sir Philip Gibbes, Restrike Copper Proof Halfpenny Token, 1792. Soho mint, head left, wearing
plumed crown and earring, Rev. George III as Neptune seated in a chariot pulled by sea horses, date in
exergue (Pridmore 25; KM Tn9). Small edge knock, lightly toned, in PCGS holder graded PR 63BN.
$400
PCGS certification 34324575.

BELGIUM

Philippe D’Auvergne. Pattern (Fantasy) silver 5 Francs, 1815-A. Paris mint, by CH. Werdun. Later striking circa 1870 Brussels. Admiral in military dress left, Rev. DUC SOUVERAIN DE BOUILLON above
crowned arms, date below. (Maz 750; Julius 3513), rare, in NGC holder MS 63, toned.
$1,200
NGC certification 4465088-007.

BOLIVIA

Republic, copper 2-Centavos 1883-EG. Essai, Paris mint, REPUBLICA BOLIVIANA, flagged arms,
Rev. value within circle, date below, E.G to the left, ESSAI to the right, plain edge (KM E4). Toned with
remains of original mint lustre, in PCGS holder graded SP 64RB.
$300
PCGS certification 17241937.

BRAZIL

John V (1706-1750), gold 10,000 Reis, 1725-M (Minas Gerais). Crowned arms with value to left. Rev.
Cross of Jerusalem. (Fr 34; KM 116). Scarce type. NGC graded About Uncirculated, Details (Removed
from Jewelry).
$2,000

1016

1017

Brazil, Maria (1734-1816), gold 6400-Reis, 1795R (Rio de Janeiro). 14.31g (Fr 87; KM 226.1), in PCGS
holder graded AU 58, Pop 3; only 2 graded finer in MS-62 at PCGS.
$1,250
PCGS certification 34324575.

Brazil, Joao as regent (1792-1816), gold 6400-Reis, 1810R (Rio de Janeiro). 14.36g (Fr 93; KM 236.1).
Lustrous, in PCGS holder graded MS 63+, Pop 1; the only example graded at PCGS.
$1,250
PCGS certification 34324576.

BULGARIA

Ferdinand I (1908-18), gold proof 100-Leva, 1912. Official restrike 1967-68 commemorating the Independence on 22 September 1908, Sofia mint, bust left, Rev. crowned arms, 32.33g (Fr 5; KM 34). Lustrous
Proof, in PCGS holder graded PR 67 Cameo.
$2,200
PCGS certification 34324577.

CAMBODIA

Norodom I (1860-1904), silver Proof Piastre, 1860. Bare head left, date below, Rev. mantled oval arms,
value below, reeded edge, 26.96g (Lec 88; Dav 148; Bruce 9), in PCGS holder graded PR 63, Pop 1; only
1 graded finer in PR-65 at PCGS, with a light even toning, one of the original strike
in Brussels.
$11,000
PCGS certification 34324578.

Norodom I (1860-1904), copper 5-Centimes 1860-E. Essai, bare head left, date below, E to the left, Rev.
mantled oval arms, value below, plain edge (Lec 12 - wrongly labelled Lec 10 on holder; KM X E2). Small
verdigris spots both sides, toned uncirculated, in PCGS holder graded SP 64RB, Pop 2; tied for the finest
examples graded at PCGS.
$400
PCGS certification 83734757.

CHILE

Ferdinand VII (1808-33), gold 8-Escudos, 1810 FJ, Santiago. Large military bust right, Rev. crowned arms
in order chain, 27.06g (Cal 115; Fr 28; KM 72). Small test mark on edge, in PCGS holder graded AU 58, a
$3,000
pleasant piece with underlying luster and peripheral toning.
PCGS certification 34324579.

COLOMBIA

1022

1023

Philip IV of Spain (1621-65), gold Cob 2-Escudos 1631-E. Cartagena, arms, Rev. Jerusalem cross in
quadrilobe, 6.93g (Calico 134; Fr 2; KM 4.4). Usual crude style, toned, rare, in PCGS holder graded AU 58,
Pop 1; the only piece graded at PCGS and the finer one of the only 2 graded examples at
both services.
$1,800
PCGS certification 34013624.

Philip IV of Spain (1621-65), gold Cob 2-Escudos 163_-E. Cartagena, arms, Rev. Jerusalem cross in
quadrilobe, 6.47g (Calico type 31; Fr 2; KM 4.4). Removed from a mount and last digit of date off flan
otherwise toned, in PCGS holder graded AU Detail (Ex-Jewelry).
$1,000

Pre-Republican / Cartagena coinage overstruck by Spanish Royalists, copper ½-Real, 1812. Realistic type
of Cartagena Siege coinage with a seated figure left, Rev. ESTADO DE CARTAGENA, date below, overstruck with PHILIPPVS monogram and Jerusalem Cross (Restrepo 108.1; host coin KM D2). Excellent
specimen of this rare combination, host coin well struck for the type, in PCGS holder graded XF 40, Pop 1;
the only piece graded at PCGS and the finer one of the only 2 graded examples at both
services.
$600
PCGS certification 34013383.

Ferdinand VII (1808-33), silver 2-Reales, 1816/6 NR FJ/JJ. Bogota mint (Nuevo Reino), bust of Charles
IV right, FERDND VII DEI GRATIA, date below, Rev. crowned arms between columns, HISPAN ET
IND REX NR 2 R FJ, clear F over J, 6.63g (KM 70.1). Die flaw in obverse field, attractive toning, in PCGS
holder graded AU 55, Pop 1; the finest example graded at both services. There are totally 3 pieces graded
for this overdate strike at both services, with the other two graded XF-45 and VG by
NGC, and scarce.
$3,200
PCGS certification 34324581.

CRETE

Crete, under Greek Administration, copper-nickel 10-Lepta, 1900-A, Paris. Crown, date below, Rev. value
within wreath (KM 4.1). Lustrous mint state, in PCGS holder graded MS 64, Pop 5; tied for the finest
examples graded at PCGS. There is only 1 example graded higher by NGC at MS-65.
$300
PCGS certification 28518365.

KINGDOM OF CYPRUS

Cyprus, Amaury (1306-1310), silver Gros. Famagusta, + AmALRIC’ TIREISI’ DomInU’: CIPRI GUB’nATO’ E’ RET’, lion rampant left reverse + IRL’m ET CIPRI : REGI: FILIU, the coats-of-arms of Jerusalem and Cyprus, 4.39g (Corpus pl. 4. 1). in PCGS holder graded EF 40, rare.
$2,600
Ex CNG 53, lot 2062.
PCGS certification 34324582.

Cyprus, James II (1460-73), silver “Coronation” Gros. King seated on throne, holding sword and orb, panel with small cross to the left, shield with lion of Cyprus to the right, +IACOBVS+ DEI+ GRAIA+ XX+
REX+ IHE, Rev. cross of Jerusalem with four incuse pellets in central square, +RUSALEM. CIPRI. E D.
ARMENIE, 3.70g. (Schlumberger -; S Georgiades, Numismatic Circular 1975, p.148; Metcalf, Corpus of
Lusignan Coinage Vol. 3, p.221, plate 20.2 (this coin); Malloy 150). The lower part of the obverse legend
slightly off flan, in PCGS holder graded EF 45, well defined with an attractive light tone and exceedingly rare,
one of only four known examples.
$25,000
Ex Stavrokono hoard (Paphos) 1946, Cyprus (see Ashmolean, Coinage of the Crusaders and Latin East p.332 for
details of the hoard).
Ex J. R. Stewart Collection. Purchased from Münzen und Medallien, Basle, 1st September 1981.
Ex John J. Slocum Collection of Coins of the Crusades, Sotheby’s, 6th-7th March 1997, lot 727 (illustrated).
PCGS certification 34313449. With Slocum’s hand-written envelope and Sotheby’s Lot No.727 auction envelope.This is assumed
to be a coronation issue and, given its rarity, was perhaps handed-out to just a small number of attendees at the coronation.
Of the four known examples, one resides in the Melbourne University Museum. The obverse legend refers to James II’s claim
to be the 20th King of Cyprus (“XX REX”). Also known as “James II the Bastard of Cyprus” (James II was the illegitimate
son of John II by his mistress, Mary of Patras), James II had challenged his younger half-sister’s right to the throne (she became Queen of Cyprus aged 14 in 1458), blockading her in the castle of Kyrena in 1460 before her escape to Rome in 1463.

ANGLO-GALLIC

Very Rare Edward III Gold Ecu D’Or from 1344

Edward III, as King of France and England (1327-60), gold Ecu D’Or a la Chaise. Issued from 1344,
seated figure of King on Gothic throne facing holding sword, within tressure of nine arcs with trefoils
in spandrels, trefoils on cusps, beaded circle and legends surrounding, pellet and quatrefoil stops, +EDWARDVS: DEI*GRA* AGL’: FranCIE: REX, Rev. pierced quatrefoil at center of cross with pierced
quatrefoil terminals, each terminal with three pierced stalked trefoils, within beaded and line quatrefoil
tressure, with leaf trefoils on cusps, pierced trefoils in spandrels, beaded circle and legends surrounding,
+XP*C: VinCIT: XPC: REGNAT: XPC: IMPERAT, weight 4.42g (Schneider 3; Beresford-Jones 13/17;
Elias 33; Fr 2; Duplessy 236; AGC 38A dies 2/a; S. 8035). A nice full coin, a trifle weak in parts, in PCGS
holder graded MS 62, Pop 1; the only example graded at PCGS. The only other slabbed example is an
NGC AU 58. very rare.
$13,500
PCGS certification 34312614. In March 1344 King Edward III wrote a letter to the Seneschal and the Constable giving information about the first gold coinage in England and suggested that the production of gold coins for
the Duchy might be advantageous. Gold Ecus D’Or were then produced up until about 1352 though the only surviving report of the coinage is one from the Constable Walter de Weston for period 31st March to 15th September of 1348.

Very Rare Gold Leopard D’Or Dating from 1357

Edward III (1327-77), gold Leopard D’Or. Third issue (July 1357), crowned lion walking left, within
tressure of ten arcs, mullet in one spandrel, pierced quatrefoils in other spandrels and on cusps, beaded circles and legend surrounding, Latin legend and beaded borders surrounding with double pierced quatrefoil
stops, initial mark cross pattee, EDWARdvsxx Deixx Graxx ANGliexx FranCiexx REX, Rev. six pellets in
central compartment of floreated ornamental cross, lions over pierced quatrefoils in angles, all within cartouche, voided quatrefoils in spandrels, Latin legend and beaded borders surrounding, +XP’Cxx VinCitxx
Xpcxx REGhatxx Xpcxx IMPERAT, weight 3.61g (Elias 39a; cf.SCH 14; AGC 44 dies 4/b; S.8039; Fr.4).
Fully struck, a few light surface marks on obverse, a little weaker to rear of lion, otherwise crisp, in PCGS
holder graded AU 58, rare.
$23,000
Ex: Baldwin Auction 69, 3rd May 2011, lot 597 where catalogued as second issue.
PCGS certification 34312618.

Edward the Black Prince Gold Chaise D’Or From Bordeaux

Edward the Black Prince, Prince of Aquitaine (1362-72), gold Fort or Chaise D’Or, Bordeaux Mint.
Standing figure of Prince with flowers in hair, holding scepter, large Gothic throne behind, linear and
beaded circles surrounding with abbreviated Latin legend with rosette stops both sides, +ED’* PO* GnS*
REGIS* AnGLIE* PnS* AqitanIE, Rev. rosette at center of ornate cross collarino, lion and lis in alternate
angles, lion in upper left angle, beaded and linear ornamented quatrefoil surrounding, +DEVS* IVDEX*
IVSTVS* FORTIS *Z* PacienS* B, 3.33g (Schneider 33; Elias 143; Beresford Jones 100/110; AGC 173B
1/c; S. 8127; Fr 8). A couple of slight weaknesses around rim and on lettering, image of Prince clear and
bold, a full round pleasing coin, in PCGS holder graded MS 62, Pop 1; the only example graded at both
services. rare.
$13,500
PCGS certification 34312615. These coins were probably issued from November 1366 and would have circulated until at least
the monetary reform of 1st May 1368.

Very Rare First Issue Gold Pavillon D’Or of Edward the Black Prince

Edward the Black Prince (1362-72), gold Noble Guyennois a la Rose or Pavillon D’Or. First issue (c.13623), La Rochelle Mint, robed Prince standing over two opposing lions, pointing finger and holding upright
sword, four feathers surrounding bending right, all within Gothic portico and tressure of arcs, Latin
legend and beaded borders surrounding, double voided quatrefoil stops, ED** PO** GIT** REG** A
nG** PnPS** AQVIT, Rev. cinquefoil at center of cross quernee, lis and lion in angles, large trefoils in
spandrels, Latin legend and beaded borders surrounding, +DnS** AIVTO** Z** PTECTO** Me** Z**
IPO** SPAIT** COR** mEvm R, retrograde Ss in legend, weight 5.36g (cf.Schneider 48; Elias 151; AGC
157A 3/l; S. 8123; Fr 5). A little double-struck, fully round, some ghosting of portico showing through on
reverse, in PCGS holder graded Uncirculated Details (Cleaned), rare.
$20,000
PCGS certification 34312616.

Very Rare Second Issue Gold Pavillon
D’Or of Edward the Black Prince

Edward the Black Prince (1362-72), gold Noble Guyennois a I’E or Pavillon D’Or. Second issue (c.13634), Bordeaux Mint, robed Prince standing over two opposing lions, flowers in hair, pointing finger and
holding upright sword, four feathers surrounding bending right, all within Gothic portico and tressure
of arcs, Latin legend and beaded borders surrounding, double voided quatrefoil stops, additional voided
quatrefoil at start of legend, *ED’** PO** Gn’S** REG’ AnGL** PnCS** AQI., Rev. Gothic E at center
of cross quernee, lion and lis in angles, large trefoils in spandrels, Latin legend and beaded borders surrounding, +DnS** AIVTO** Z** PTECIO** Me** Z** IIPO** SPAVIT** COR** mEvm** B, weight
4.39g (Schneider 55; Elias 154c; AGC 161B 4/a; S. 8126; Fr 5). One slight rim chip, otherwise in PCGS
holder graded MS 62, and very rare with the lion in first angle.
$20,000
PCGS certification 34312617.

Edward the Black Prince Gold Hardi D’Or

Edward the Black Prince (1362-72), gold Hardi D’Or. La Rochelle Mint (c. early 1368), facing half-length
robed figure of Prince, pointing finger and holding upright sword, flowers in hair, within tressure of 16
arcs, Latin legend and beaded border surrounding with cinquefoil stops, +ED* PO* GnS* REGIS* AnGLIE* PnS* AQVITA, Rev. voided quatrefoil at center of cross quernee, lis and lion in angles, all within
tressure of 16 arcs, Latin legend and beaded border surrounding, + AUxllivm * mEvm* A* DominO*R,
chevron barred A, last R possibly over F, weight 4.02g (Schneider 67; Elias 164; AGC 181 dies 6/c; S 8128;
Fr 10). Some striking weakness both sides, in PCGS holder graded AU 55, very rare.
$20,000
PCGS certification 34312657.

Henry VI, King of England and France (1422-53), gold Salut D’Or. Rouen Mint, second issue (issued
from 6th September 1423), standing figures of Virgin Mary and Angel Gabriel behind shields of France
and England, sun rays above, AVE on scroll downwards between, Latin legend and beaded borders surrounding, initial mark lion, hENRICVS: DEI: GRA: FRACORV: Z: AGLIE: REX, pellet in annulet below
last letter both sides, Rev. Latin cross, lis to left, lion to right, h below, tressure of ten arcs surrounding, lis
on each cusp, Latin legend and beaded border surrounding, initial mark lion, mullet stops, XPC’*VINCIT*
XPC’* REGNAT* XPC’* ImPERAT, weight 3.49g (Schneider 114; Elias 270; AGC 386F dies 1/b; S.
8164; Fr 18). A little double-struck, scrape on reverse by cross, otherwise crisp, in PCGS holder
graded MS 63.
$3,250
PCGS certification 34313115

Henry VI, King of England and France (1422-53), gold Salut D’Or. St Lo Mint, second issue from 6th
September 1423, standing figures of Virgin Mary and Angel Gabriel behind shields of France and England, sun rays above, AVE on scroll downwards between, Latin legend and beaded borders surrounding,
initial mark fleur de lis, hENRICVS: DEI: GRA: FRACORV: Z: AGLIE: REX, Rev. Latin cross, lis to left,
lion to right, h below, tressure of ten arcs surrounding, lis on each cusp, Latin legend and beaded border
surrounding, initial mark fleur de lis, mullet stops, XPC’*VINCIT* XPC’* REGNAT* XPC’* ImPERAT,
weight 3.50g (Schneider 118/9; Elias 271; AGC 387A dies 2/a; S. 8164; Fr 18). Well struck, in PCGS holder graded MS 63.
$3,250
PCGS certification 34313118

Superb Example of a Gold Angelot of King Henry VI

Henry VI, King of England and France (1422-53), gold Angelot D’Or. St Lô Mint, issued from 24th May
1427, standing figures of Angel Gabriel with outstretched wings behind shields of France and England,
Latin legend and beaded borders surrounding, initial mark fleur de lis, hENRICVS: FRANCORV: ET:
ANGLIE: REX, Rev. Latin cross, lis to left, lion to right, Latin legend and beaded border surrounding,
initial mark fleur de lis, mullet stops, XPC: VINCIT: XPC’: REGNAT: XPC’: ImPERAT, weight 2.30g
(Schneider 134; Elias 277; AGC 394A dies 2/a; S. 8165; Fr 17), in PCGS holder graded Uncirculated Details (Tooled). . A very pleasing example of this very rare coin.
$32,500
PCGS certification 34313462.

ARLES

Arles-Archbishopric. Etienne II De La Garde (1351-1359). gold Florin D’Or, undated. Florentine lily,
S.AREL ARchP, Rev. St. John, 3.4g (Fr 24; Dup 1746; Poey A 4105). Nearly mint state, as struck with
considerable luster.
$1,000

FRANCE

Jean II (1350-1364), silver Gros a la Fleur. 3.72g. Crowned lily. Rev. quarterly cross of four lilies. (Dup
304a; Laf 307). Extremely fine, with traces of mint luster.
$400

Louis XIV (1643-1715). gold Louis D’Or, 1679-A, Paris. Type à la tête virile, head right, Rev. four cruciform crowned double L’s, fleur de lis in angles. (Fr 425; Gad 248). Lovely mint state example with original
$4,000
mint fresh luster, in NGC holder graded MS 63.
NGC certification 4494530-001.

Louis XVI (1774-1793). silver Ecu of 6 Livres, 1793-B. Rouen mint. Head left, Rev. angel writing tablet.
(Dav 1335; Gad 55; KM 615.3). Sharply struck with full mint bloom, in PCGS holder
graded MS 64.
$3,500
PCGS certification 82204022.

Consulat (1799-1804), silver 5-Francs, An 10 (1801-02), Paris. «Hercules» type, Rev. value and date within
laurel wreath (KM 639.1; Gad 563.a). Lustrous about uncirculated, in PCGS holder graded AU 58, Pop 1;
only 1 graded higher in MS-63 at PCGS. The finest graded piece at NGC is only an
AU-55 example.
$600
PCGS certification 28518355.

First Empire (1804-14) Napoléon as Emperor. gold 40 Francs, AN 13A, Paris. (Fr 481; KM 664.1). Sharply struck with original mint bloom, in NGC holder graded MS 61.
$1,200
NGC certification 4494530-005.

1044

1045

Louis Philippe I (1830-1848), gold 40-Francs, 1834, Paris. (Fr 557; KM-747.1). Mint state with original
mint fresh luster, in NGC holder graded MS 63.
$1,200
NGC certification 4494530-008.

Louis Philippe I (1830-1848), gold 40-Francs, 1834, Paris. 12.84g (KM 747.1). Scarce. Good very
fine.
$750

Second Republic (1848-52), silver 5-Francs, 1850 A, Paris mint. Ceres type (Gad 719; KM 761.1). Uncir$600
culated, attractive light tone and original luster.

Second Empire (1852-70), Napoléon III as Emperor, gold 50-Francs, 1859, Paris. 16.08g (KM 785.2).
About extremely fine.
$750

Second Empire (1852-70), Napoléon III as Emperor, gold 100-Francs, 1857, Paris. 32.22g (KM 786.1).
extremely fine.
$1,500

Second Empire (1852-70), Napoléon III as Emperor, gold 100-Francs, 1858. Paris. 32.27g (KM 786.1).
$1,500
extremely fine.

Second Empire (1852-70), Napoléon III as Emperor, Ministry of Agriculture, Trade and Public Works,
gold Prize Medal, 1854. By Caqué. Bust of Napoleon left. Rev. MINISTERE DE L’AGRICULTURE DU
COMMERCE ET DES TRAVAUX PUBLICS, around wreath, POISSY 1854 within. 24.41g, 33mm, edge
stamped OR. extremely fine, rare.
$1,500
Ex: UBS Auction 67, 6-8 September 2006 Lot 2894.
Poissy in the western Suburbs of Paris. In 1854 Napoleon III began an extensive series of public works in Paris.

Second Empire (1852-70), Napoléon III as Emperor, Ministry of Agriculture, Trade and Public Works,
gold Prize Medal, 1862. By Caqué. Laureate bust left. Rev. MINISTERE DE L’AGRICULTURE DU
COMMERCE ET DES TRAVAUX PUBLICS, around double ring, dedication to MR BD. Desboves of
l’École d’agriculture de Grignon, within. 23.88g, 33mm, edge stamped with bee OR. Minor marks in field,
extremely fine, rare.
$1,500
Ex: UBS Auction 67, 6-8 September 2006, lot 2899.

Third Republic (1871-1940), nickel 25-Centimes 1903-A Essai Piedfort. Dupré, Paris, Liberty bust left in
Phrygian cap, date below, Rev. value within oak wreath, ESSAI below, plain edge (KM -; Maz 2253). Lustrous specimen very seldom offered, in PCGS holder graded SP 67, Pop 1; the finest example graded at
both services.
$300
PCGS certification 28690921.

1053

1054

Third Republic (1871-1940), nickel 25-Centimes 1903-A Essai Piedfort. Merley, Paris, Ceres head right,
date below, Rev. value within circle, ESSAI below, plain edge (KM -; Maz 2274a). Superb specimen, in
PCGS holder graded SP 66, Pop 1; only 1 graded higher in SP-67, which is also
offered in this auction.
$300
PCGS certification 28690920.

Third Republic (1871-1940), nickel 25-Centimes 1903-A Essai Piedfort. Merley, Paris, Ceres head right,
date below, Rev. value within circle, ESSAI below, plain edge (KM -; Maz 2274a). Exquisite specimen in
PCGS holder graded SP 67, Pop 1; the finest example graded at both services.
$300
PCGS certification 28690919.

France/Law, Third Republic 1871-1940, Academie de Legislation de Toulouse, gold Prize Medal, 1888. By
Brenet. Minerva, enthroned, holding laurel wreaths. Rev. ACADEMIE DE LEGISLATION DE TOULOUSE, outside wreath, PRIX DU CONSEIL GENERAL 1888 Mr LEONCE THOMAS AVOCAT
DOCTEUR EN DROIT A BORDEAUX within. 83.71g, 46mm, edge stamped cornucopia OR. Very
light brush marks, almost as struck, in PCGS holder graded SP 62, very rare.
$4,000
Ex: UBS Auction 73, 5-7 September 2007, lot 1970.
PCGS certification 34324584.

1056

1057

Etat Français (1940-44), iron 20-Centimes, 1944. Paris, center hole, sprigs, Rev. value and date, plain edge
(KM 900.2a; Gad 322). Mint state with a deep lustrous tone, in PCGS holder graded MS 66, Pop 8; tied
for the finest examples graded at both services. rare this nice.
$300
PCGS certification 80484800.

French Colonies. Louis XVIII (1815-24), bronze 5-Centimes 1824-A Essai. Paris mint, bare head left,
ESSAI below, Rev. crowned monogram dividing value, date below, plain edge (Lec 293; KM E8). Superb
specimen with an attractive light brown patina, in PCGS holder graded SP 64BN.
$300
PCGS certification 30592181.

French Indo-China, silver 10-Centimes 1913-A, Paris mint. Liberty seated left, date below, Rev. value
within wreath (Lec 152; KM 9). Lustrous mint state with light peripheral toning, in PCGS holder graded
MS 66, Pop 2; only 1 graded higher in MS-67 at PCGS. The finest graded pieces at NGC are 3 MS-65
examples.
$400
PCGS certification 30106662.

French Indo-China, copper-nickel 50-Centimes 1946 Essai. Liberty seated left, date below, ESSAI to the
right, Rev. value within wreath, reeded edge, coin die axis (Lec 264; KM E41). Lightly toned, in PCGS
holder graded SP 64.
$400
PCGS certification 28216684.

French Indo-China, silvered bronze 1-Centime 1923 (Essai). Poissy mint, center hole within effigy of Republic, value and privy mark below, Rev. value in Chinese characters, date below (Lec 92 var; KM -). This
variety in silvered-bronze unlisted, superb and rare specimen in PCGS holder graded SP 64, Pop 1; the
only example graded at both services for the type.
$600
PCGS certification 81260823.

Reunion, copper-nickel 1-Franc, 1896, Paris mint. Head of Mercury left, Rev. value and date (Lec 46; KM
5). Mint state, in PCGS holder graded MS 64, Pop 1; only 1 graded higher in MS-65 at PCGS. The finest
graded piece at NGC is also an MS-64 example. rare thus.
$400
PCGS certification 28518358.

GERMANY

Wilhelm II (1888-1918), silver Rupie 1890. Armoured bust left, Rev. shielded arms, date below (KM 2;
J 713). Attractively toned, as struck, in PCGS holder graded MS 66; Pop 5; tied for the finest examples
$300
graded at PCGS.
PCGS certification 34312613.

Wilhelm II (1888-1918), Tabora, gold 15-Rupien, 1916T. 7.27g (KM 16.2). Some smoothing to edge, as
usual, superb extremely fine.
$3,500

Augsburg. silver Medal, 1796. 41 mm. 23.11 g, by J.J. Neuss. For civil service. Column in foreground and
view of the city in the backgrouundated. Rev. Nine-line inscription within wreath. (Forster 140). Prooflike surfaces. Uncirculated.
$400

Baden, Karl Friedrich (1738-1811), silver Convention Thaler, 1766 SW, Durlach. Armoured bust right,
CAROLUS FRID D G MARCHIO BAD ET H, Rev. AD NORMAM CONVENTIONIS, crowned coatof-arms with griffin supporters, date and value below, 28.05g (Dav 1933; KM 108). Attractive example, in
PCGS holder graded MS 62, Pop 1; the only example graded at both services, with light cabinet tone and
$2,000
remains of original lustre, rare this nice.
PCGS certification 34324585.

Bavaria, Maximilain III Josef (1745-77), silver Thaler 1768 A. Amberg, D G MAX IOS UT BAV & P S
D CO PAR, standing lion, head to the right, holding sword and ornate crowned oval shield of arms, Rev.
SAC ROM IMP ARCHID & ELECT LAND LEUCHT, inscription in three lines, date and mintmark
below, all within wreath, 28.01g (Dav 1956; KM 547). Patchy tone with underlying lustre on obverse, in
PCGS holder graded AU 58, Pop 2; tied for the finest examples graded at PCGS, a rare one-year type coinage.
$2,500
PCGS certification 34324586.

Brandenburg-Prussia, Friedrich III (1888), silver 2-Marks and 5-Marks, 1888 A. Berlin mint, bust right,
Rev. crowned imperial eagle (KM 510, 512), silver shooting medal, undated (1888) by E. Weigand, bust
right, Rev. DEM BESTEN SCHÜTZEN within wreath, 38mm, 29.39g, all as struck with colorful toning
$500
and full luster, all choice unciruclated (3).

Frankfurt (Stadt). gold Goldgulden, 1617. Commemorating the 100th Anniversary of the Reformation.
Angel flying in clouds, holding Gospel book; below.APOCAL.14. (Revelation 14:7); all within two concentric circular Latin and German legends, Rev. latin inscription in nine lines; .1617. below. 3.28g (Fr 958;
KM 47) Good VF, slightly wavy flan, evidence of having been placed in a bezel. Rare.
$1,500
Ex CNG, The Adams Collection, October 7, 2015, lot 683.

Hall in Swabia. silver Convention Thaler, 1777 E(N)K. Head of Joseph II right, Rev. three ornate shields,
flanked by laurels. (Dav 2280; KM 47). Gorgeous iridescent toning, in NGC holder
graded MS 63.
$1,250
NGC certification 4485218-003.

Hannover, Wilhelm IV (1830-1837), gold 10-Thaler, 1835 (B). Bare head right, Rev. crowned Arms in
Collar of the Royal Guelphic Order, date above is divided by the crown, 13.29g (D&s 95; Fr 1164; KM
171.1). Adjustment marks and a few nicks on obverse, reverse better, lustrous, in PCGS holder graded AU
$2,500
Details (Rim Filed).
PCGS certification 34313116.

Nuremberg Free City, silver Convention Thaler, 1795 KR-IPW. Nuremberg, FRANZ DER ZWEITE
DEUTSCHER KAISER, bust of Emperor Franz II right, Rev. value in wreath, date above, 28.02g (Dav
2499; KM 385). A splendid specimen of this scarce one-year type coinage, as struck with full mint luster, possibly the nicest known, in PCGS holder graded MS 63, Pop 1; the only and finest example graded
at both services.
$3,500
PCGS certification 34324587.

Regensburg Free City, silver Thaler, 1780. Mintmaster Georg Christoph Busch, MONETA REIP RATISPON, city view, in exergue: X ST EINE FCM, date below, Rev. JOSEPHVS II D G ROM IMP SEMP
AVG, armored bust right, wearing the collar of the Golden Fleece, B.F on arm truncature, 27.98g (Beckenbauer 7116; Dav 2627; KM 436). Light brush marks on reverse, remains of original luster and attractive
toning, about uncirculated, in PCGS holder graded AU 55.
$1,300

Saxony-Albertine, Friedrich August II (1733-63), silver Thaler, 1763 FWôF. Dresden mint, large draped
bust right, Rev. crowned shields of Poland and Germany, mintmaster’s initials below, date at end of legend,
27.49g (Dav 2676; KM 961), in PCGS holder graded AU Details (Cleaned), scarce.
$600
PCGS certification 34312612.

Wurttemberg. Karl Eugen (1737-1793). silver Thaler, 1781 DH. Uniformed bust of duke right, Rev.
crowned oval shield, and star separating D. H. (Dav 2870; KM 441). Sharply struck example with brilliant
original mint luster, and good eye appeal, in NGC holder graded MS 63.
$4,500
NGC certification 4485221-001.

GREAT BRITAIN

Superb Calais Mint Gold Noble of King Edward III

Edward III (1327-77), gold Noble. Calais Mint, Treaty Period (1361-69), group b, King standing in ship
with upright sword and quartered shield, variety without flag in ship, beaded circle surrounding, ED
WARdxx DEixx GRaxxRExxx AnGlxx DnSxx hYbxZx AQ T’, Rev. C at center of ornamental cross with
lis terminals, crowns over lions in angles, all within a beaded and linear tressure, fleurs in spandrels, legend +IhCxx AVTemxx TRanSIenSxx PErxx mEDIvxx ILLORvmxx IBAT, 7.63g (Schneider 96; N.1235;
S.1505; Fr.95). Struck on a nice broad flan with an excellent portrait of the King, a super example of this
variety of the Calais Mint, in PCGS holder graded MS 63, Pop 1; only 1 graded finer in MS-63+ at PCGS,
$13,500
very rare this well preserved.
PCGS certification 34312656. The Calais Mint is depicted only by the letter C for Calais at the center of the reverse on this
coin as opposed to the majority which also have a flag at the stern of the ship. This coin was struck in the period of the Treaty
of Bretigny ratified on the 24th October 1360, at which point Edward III relaxed his claim to the French throne, so that he no
longer styled himself as King of France in the Latin titles upon the coinage. This all changed in 1369 when the captive King
John II died and his son became King Charles V of France continuing the 100 years War.

Rare Light Coinage Gold Noble of King Henry IV

Henry IV (1399-1413), gold Noble of six shillings and eight pence. Light coinage (1412-13), type V, armored King standing in ship with upright sword and quartered shield, trefoil on second line of hull, Latin
legend and beaded borders surrounding, annulet before and double saltire stops in legend, hEn RIC’x
Dixx GRaxx RExxx AnGL’x Zx FRAC’x DnSxx hIB’x Z A Q, Rev.h at center of ornate cross with lis
terminals, crown over lion in each angle, slipped trefoil by lion’s head in first quarter, all within a tressure
of eight arcs, fleurs in spandrels, Latin legend and beaded border surrounding, initial mark cross pattee
IhCxx AVTemxx TRanSIenSxx PErxx mEDIvmxx ILLORvxx IBAT, weight 6.90g (Schneider 208/206;
N.1355; S.1715; Fr.106). Quite double struck on reverse, better struck than usual on obverse with a decent
portrait of the King with most of the face visible, full weight, lightly toned, in PCGS holder graded AU
55, very rare as such.
$11,500
Ex: Spink Coin Auction 81, 19th November 1990, lot 9. Privately transacted by Spink and Son, April 1995.
Ex Spink Coin Auction 1012, 2nd December 2010, lot 883.
PCGS certification 34312655. The lighter weight gold Noble was the later issue of the reign of Henry IV which seems to be
extant from Easter of 1412, when reduced to 108 grains (6.998g) from the 120 grain (7.776g) earlier standard.

Pleasing Gold Half-Noble of King Henry VI

Henry VI, first reign (1422-61), gold Half Noble of three shillings and four pence. Tower Mint, Annulet
Issue (c.1422-30), King standing in ship with upright sword and quartered shield, annulet by sword arm,
lis after King’s name, small trefoils stops in abbreviated Latin legend h EnRIC+ DI: GRA’: REX: AnGL’:
Z: FranC’: rev h at center, ornate cross with lis terminals, crown over lion in angles, all within beaded and
linear tressure of eight arcs, annulet in upper right spandrel, large fleurs in other spandrels, initial mark
fleur de lis, annulet stops in abbreviated Latin legend, +DomInE* nEo Ino FVROreo Avoo ARGVaso
mE, weight 3.48g (Schneider 293; N.1417; S.1805; Fr.113). Toned, rim a little ragged in places, otherwise a
bold strike, in PCGS holder graded MS 63, Pop 2; tied for the finest examples graded at
both services.
$4,000
Ex Davissons, Cold Spring, Minnesota, Auction 25, 1st February 2007, lot 113.
PCGS certification 34312652.

Edward IV (1461-1485), gold Ryal or rose-noble, undated. 7.67 g, Light coinage period (1464-1470). London mint. Mint mark, Plain cross (1461-4). King standing facing in ship holding sword and shield, rose on
ship’s side, banner inscribed E at ship’s stern. Rev. Rose upon a radiate sun in center of floritated cross,
large fleurs in spandrels. (S. 1951; Fr 133). In PCGS holder graded AU 58. Sharply struck
details.
$2,800
PCGS certification 34170672.

Classic Holbein Style Portrait Testoon of King Henry VIII

Henry VIII (1509-47), debased silver Testoon. Tower Mint, third coinage (1544-47), facing crowned bust
of King in ruff, Latin legend and beaded borders surrounding both sides, cross on crown breaks inner
border both sides, initial mark pellet in annulet both sides, lombardic lettering with slipped trefoil stops,
hEnRIC; 8;: D;. G;. AGL’. FRA’: Z; HIB; REX; Rev. crowned Tudor rose, crowned h to left, crowned R
to right, POSVU; Devm; ADIVTORivm; mEvm; weight 6.60g (N.1841; S.2365). Some flan weakness and
imperfections around rim, some light scratches on reverse, striking flaw to right of bust, with a pleasing
portrait for this issue in the Holbein style, good very fine for issue, in PCGS holder graded VF Details
(Gouged), very rare.
$6,750
PCGS certification 34312654. Struck in the period of debasement of the coinage, when the King took more profit from the coinage to
help pay for the upkeep of his armies on the continent and his extravagant taste, earning him the nickname “Old Copper-nose” in direct
relation to these Testoon coins as the first place any base metal would show through on these coins was upon the high point of the nose.

1080

Well Struck Gold Sovereign Depicting the Boy King in Armor

Edward VI (1547-53), gold Sovereign. Third period (15th December 1550-6th July 1553), second coinage
(from 5th October 1551) struck in crown gold of 22 carat at Twenty Shillings face value, Tower Mint I and
II, crowned armored half-length figure of King right, holding orb and scepter, linear and beaded circles
surrounding with Latin legend both sides, initial mark tun, EDWARD’: VI: D; G; AGL’: FRA; Z: h IBER;
REX: Rev. crowned quartered shield of arms, crowned lion supporter to left, dragon supporter to right,
ER on banner below.IhS; AVTE; TranCI; PER: mEDIV; ILLOR; IBAT. Weight 10.82g (SCH 691; N 1927;
S 2450; Fr 186). Well struck on a broad flan, some tiny surface marks and striations in obverse field, small
scratch on reverse, in PCGS holder graded EF 45, Pop 4; only 1 graded finer in AU-50 at PCGS. The only
other example graded higher is an NGC AU-50 piece, and better than usually encountered, rare as such and
very desirable.
$32,500
Ex Glendining, 27th November 1974, lot 553.
Ex Collection of a Continental Collector, Spink Coin Auction 38, 10th October 1984, lot 7.
Ex Clarendon Collection, part I, Bonhams, February 2006, lot 920.
PCGS certification 34313463.

Desirable Silver Halfcrown of the Boy King Edward VI

Edward VI (1547-53), fine silver Halfcrown, 1552. Armored King with sword on horseback right, horse
with decoration, date 1552 below, linear and beaded circles surrounding, mint mark tun for Tower Mint,
Latin legend, EDWARD; VI: D’: G’: AGL’: FRA’:Z: HIB’: REX: Rev. long cross fourchee over quartered
shield of arms, circles and legend surrounding, POSVI DEV’: A DIVTOR E; MEV; weight 15.10g (N
1935; S 2480). Light short scratches in obverse field by sword blade, otherwise toned, fully round good
very fine and eye-appealing, in PCGS holder graded VF Details (Graffiti).
$4,000
PCGS certification 34313119.

The Largest Gold Denomination of Philip and Mary

Philip and Mary (1554-58), fine gold Angel, of ten shillings. Class 4, St Michael slaying dragon right, Latin
legend and beaded border surrounding on both sides, initial mark lis (August 1557-58) both sides, pellet
stops.PHILIP; Z: MARIA: D; G; REX. Z. REGINA. A’ Rev flat decked ship sailing right, large quartered
shield at center, P and M above with cross, A’ DNO’ FACTVM: EST: ISTVD: Z: EST. MIRABILE,
weight 5.11g (Schneider 727; N 1965; S 2496; Fr 196). Attractively toned, one light crease, in PCGS holder
graded AU 53, extremely rare this well preserved. Pop 1; the finest of the only 2 graded examples at PCGS. The
only other slabbed example is an NGC AU 58.
$47,500
Ex H W Taffs, Glendining, 21st November 1956, lot 12.
Ex Spink Coin Auction 90, 16th March 1992, lot 29.
Ex Spink Numismatic Circular, November 1993, item 7752.
PCGS certification 34313455 . The gold Angels carrying Philip’s name were only struck from August 1557 till the end
of the reign, a period of just over a year. Today we are left with a legacy of less than fifty surviving coins both in museum and private collections of all varieties and most are not as fine as the example offered herewith. The flat decked
ship variety accounts for circa 25 examples of the roughly 50 known and at least 11 of the 25 are institutionalized. The
die combination offered on this coin appears to be the earliest so likely struck in the August to September period of 1557.

The Most Respected Gold Coin of the Shakespearean Age

Elizabeth I (1558-1603), fine gold Sovereign of Thirty Shillings. Sixth issue (1583-1600), full facing robed
figure of Queen seated on large throne, lis headed pillar either side, throne back of pellets in annulets
within hatching, six pellets up each side of throne back, portcullis below Queen, tressure and beaded
border surrounding, Latin legend and outer beaded border on both sides, initial mark escallop (1584-86),
+ELIZABETH D; G; ANG; FRA; ET HIB; REGINA: : Rev. quartered shield at center of ornate rose,
beaded circle surrounding, A. DNO; FACTV; EST. ISTVD. ET. EST. MIRAB; OCVLIS. NRS, weight
15.30g (Schneider -/781; N 2003; S 2529; Fr 209). Attractively toned, just a touch weak on the face, otherwise a full round pleasing coin, in PCGS holder graded AU 55, extremely rare die variety with the unusual
throne back and the Queen leaning a little to the right, less than ten known.
$40,000
Ex: Spink Coin Auction, 26th March 2014, lot 1451.
Ex. A H Baldwin, Fixed Price List, Summer 2014, BH053.
PCGS certification 34313451. The fine gold Sovereign of Elizabeth I was a highly respected coin at the time, and was famed
in the acting world of the time of William Shakespeare, as the coin of choice to be honored with should the Queen attend a
performance personally. Traditionally the Queen would honor the playwright and the star of the show with her favor reflected in the presenting of a fine gold Sovereign. We have such evidence of this in the will of the Gentleman Actor Augustine
Phillips of Mortlake Surrey who was one of the first to rise to such a social status in his profession. From his will dated 13th
May 1605 we can see fine gold Sovereign presented described thus “I give and bequeath to my fellow William Shakespeare
a XXxs piece in gould, To my fellow Henry Condell one other xxxs piece in gould.” Such a coin of honour being highly revered and not to be spent in the lifetime of the recipient. The mint mark escallop was used from 1st February 1584/5 till
31st January 1586/7, and represents the largest issue of fine gold in this reign which would have included Angels and their
fractions. A total of £56,562 worth of fine gold was produced over the two years, year one with £33,481 worth and the following year with the balance of £20,451. The Escallop mint mark Sovereign has understandably the largest surviving population of examples extant today but the survival is still a fractional percentage of what would have been originally produced.

Exquisitely Engraved Gold Half-Pound of Elizabeth I

Elizabeth I (1558-1603), gold Half-Pound of ten shillings. Struck in 22 carat crown gold, sixth issue
(1583-1600), finely engraved crowned bust in ruff left, crown breaks inner beaded circle, Latin legend
and beaded border surrounding, initial mark tun (1592-95) both sides, ELIZAB’ D’.G’. ANG’. FRA’. ET:
HIB. REGINA., Rev. crowned quartered shield of arms, E to left, R to right, Latin legend and beaded
borders surrounding, SCVTVM: FIDEI: PROTEGET: EAM., weight 5.66g (Schneider 808; B&C 2, G21;
N 2009; S 2535; Fr 220). Light red tone, rim a little uneven in striking, otherwise good very fine and very
appealing.
$15,000
Ex Spink Numismatic Circular, February 2008, item EG09.
An indenture of the 3rd June 1593 with Sir Richard Martin allowed for the reintroduction of crown gold (0.917 fine) denominations of Pounds, Half-Pounds, Crowns and Halfcrowns whilst the fine gold indenture of 1583 was still in effect. The first mint
mark of the crown gold was the tun as we have with the coin offered here, and it has been estimated by Brown and Comber
that the issue for this mint mark was just over £29,000 worth which is much smaller than the near £43,000 worth struck in the
following mint mark of woolpack.

Very Rare “Portcullis” Eight Testerns Far East Trade Coin

Elizabeth I (1558-1603), silver Eight Testerns. Trade coinage “Portcullis Money”, crowned quartered
shield of arms, crowned E to left, crowned R to right, beaded circles and legend surrounding, initial mark
O, O:ELIZABETH. D:G: ANG: FR: ET. HIB; REGINA, Rev. crowned portcullis with chains, beaded
circles and legend surrounding, initial mark O, O:POSVI. DEVM. ADIVTOREM. MEVM: 27.39g (Pridmore 1; S 2607A). With some light striking weakness in three places mainly around rim, otherwise evenly
toned, in PCGS holder graded EF 40, and free of the usual inherent flan flaws, Pop 2; tied for the finest
examples graded at PCGS and among the only 3 pieces slabbed at both services. The only other piece is
an AU 50 at NGC. very rare.
$25,000
Ex Bridgewater House Collection, Sotheby, 15th June 1972.
Ex Bonhams, 17th July 2007, lot 514.
PCGS certification 34313456. The four denominations of Eight, Four, Two and One silver Testern were an attempt at
producing a trade coinage sponsored by the newly formed East India Company to be used in overseas trade principally in the Far East. However the competition against the Spanish Eight Reales and its fractions was too much at this time,
and after only two consignments of coin were sent to the Far East, ultimately the coinage did not succeed, rendering the surviving coins a rarity. The surviving coins probably all being coins retained in London as souvenirs at the time.

Very Rare “Portcullis” Four Testerns Far East Trade Coin

Elizabeth I (1558-1603), silver Four Testerns. Trade coinage “Portcullis Money”, crowned quartered shield
of arms, crowned E to left, crowned R to right, beaded circles and Latin legend surrounding, initial
mark O, O: ELIZABETH. D:G: ANG: FRA: ET. HIB; REGINA. Rev. struck en medaille, crowned
portcullis with chains, beaded circles and Latin legend surrounding, initial mark O, O:POSVI. DEVM.
ADIVTOREM. MEVM. 13.60g (Pridmore 2; S 2607B). With striking weakness on two parts of legend
both sides, two flan flaws intruding edge, some light striations in portcullis and chain area, a result of the
annealing of the metal and striking, otherwise evenly toned, in PCGS holder graded EF 45, Pop 1; the only
example of this type graded at both services rare.
$15,000
PCGS certification 34312653. The four denominations of Eight, Four, Two and One silver Testern were an attempt at producing a trade coinage sponsored by the newly formed East India Company to be used in overseas trade principally in the Far
East. However the competition against the Spanish Eight Reales and its fractions was too much at this time and ultimately the
coinage did not succeed rendering the surviving coins a rarity. The surviving coins probably all being coins retained in London
as souvenirs at the time.

The Largest Gold Denomination of the Reign of King James I

James I (1603-1625), fine gold Rose Ryal of Thirty-Three Shillings. Second coinage (1604-1619), King in
robes seated facing on throne within tressure, holding orb and scepter, portcullis below, initial mark tower
(1612-13), struck over mullet on obverse, Latin legend and beaded border surrounding, IACOBVS. D; G;
MAG; BRIT FRAN; ET. HIBER; REX., Rev. quartered shield upon large rose, within beaded circle.A.
DNO. FACTVM. EST. ISTVD. ET. EST. MIRAB; IN. OCV. NRIS., weight 13.59g (SCH 10; Stewartby
C/j; N 2079; S 2613; Fr 230; KM 42). Well struck on obverse, just a hint of weakness to high points of
central design, reverse double struck at center, in PCGS holder graded AU 58, Pop 1; tied with another
AU 58 at NGC as the only 2 examples graded at both services, rare this nice.
$33,500
Ex: Munzen and Medallien, Basel Switzerland, Auction 95, 4th October 2004, lot 448.
PCGS certification 34313457. Such large gold coins were struck in 23 and a third carat “fine” gold and were current at time of issue
for 33 Shillings according to a new indenture of the 18th May 1612 with Sir Richard Martin and Richard Martin Master-Workers
when the denominations were raised 10% in value. This sparked an increase in output as the total recorded of fine gold was £3,094
which is just over £1,100 more than any other fine gold output for the other mint marks. See also, Rose Ryals of James I 1605-17, by
Lord Stewartby, British Numismatic Journal, Volume 71, 2005, six examples listed of this mint mark out of a survey of 59 pieces.

Nicholas Briot’s First Milled Gold Issue Double Crown of Charles I

Charles I (1625-1649), gold Double crown or Half-unite of Ten Shillings. Nicholas Briot’s first milled
coinage (1631-32), crowned draped bust left with jeweled crown, value .X. behind, all within inner beaded
circle, initial mark daisy with B to left, pellet stops in Latin legend and outer toothed border surrounding,
CAROLVS. D:G. MAG. BRITAN. FRAN. ET. HIB. REX, Rev. inverted die axis, crowned garnished
quartered shield, crowned C and lozenge to left, crowned R and lozenge to right, inner beaded circle
surrounding, lozenge stops in Latin legend and outer toothed border surrounding, initial mark .B. to left
of crown, CVLTORES. SVI. DEVS. PROTEGIT, weight 4.57g (Schneider 279; Brooker 710; N 2295; S
2720; Fr 254; KM 169). Slight adjustment marks on King’s face and hair, more adjustment visible as parallel striations on reverse shield, light red tone, in PCGS holder graded AU 53, Pop 2; tied for the finest
examples graded at both services.
$20,000
Ex Alderman H. Hird, Glendining, 30 May 1961, lot 90. Bought Spink, July 1997.
Ex Spink Coin Auction 206, 2nd December 2010, lot 944.
PCGS certification 34312651. Nicholas Briot the Engraver general to the mints of France, introduced his mechanized mill press
to the Tower Mint in 1631, and produced at the 22 carat standard two small issues of gold coins in 1631 and 1638, concurrent
with the regular hammered issues. The milled issues were engraved to a very fine quality by Briot, like the coin offered here.
Briot had gained the King’s favor in 1626 after having moved to England in 1625, the King wanting to improve the artistic merit
of the nation’s coinage, which led to Briot’s official appointment as mint engraver in 1634.

Spectacularly large silver Pound Struck at Oxford

Charles I (1625-49), silver Pound, 1643, the 3 of date struck over 2. Oxford Mint, King on horseback
left with raised sword and flowing sash, horse prancing over arms and armor including cannon, Oxford
plume in field behind, all within beaded circle, legend and outer beaded circle surrounding, initial mark
Oxford plume, CAROLVS: D: G: MAGNI: BRITANE: FRAN: ET HIB: REX, Rev. Declaration in two
lines across center, RELIG. PROT. LEG / ANG. LIBER. PAR, value between stops and Oxford plumes
above, date below, beaded circles and legend surrounding, initial mark seven pellets, EXVRGAT: DEVS:
DISSIPENTVR: INIMICI, weight 120.10g (Brooker 863A; Morrieson B-1; N 2398; S 2940; KM 239.2).
Toned, with usual hammered edge, some small nicks and surface marks, in PCGS holder graded EF 40,
Pop 1; the only example graded at PCGS. There are only 2 other pieces graded at NGC, 1 in XF-45, 1 in
$12,500
AU-55, and rare.
Ex The St Petersburg Collection, Heritage Long Beach Auction, 2nd June 2006, lot 13096.
PCGS certification 34313344. The abbreviated Latin legends translate as on obverse “Charles by the grace of God,
King of Great Britain, France and Ireland,” and on the reverse the cartouche Declaration as Charles I gave to the Privy
Council at Wellington, Shropshire on 19th September 1642 as “The Religion of the Protestants, the Laws of England,
the Liberty of Parliament” which when shown in full Latin should read “Religio Protestantium Leges Angliae Libertas Parliamenti,” the outer legend translates as “Let God arise and let his enemies be scattered,” a Psalm from the Bible. Ox for Oxford is shown below the date where the King had moved his Royalist capital from 29th October 1642.

The Most Desirable Silver Pound Cartouche Type of Charles I,
the Largest Sized Coin of Great Britain
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Charles I (1625-49), silver Pound, 1644. Oxford Mint, armored King on horseback left with raised sword
and flowing scarf, spirited horse trampling over arms and armor, Oxford plume in field behind, all within
beaded circle, legend and outer beaded circle surrounding, initial mark Oxford plume, CAROLVS D: G:
MAG: BRIT: FRA: ET HIBER: REX, Rev. Declaration in three lines in lion headed cartouche, RELIG:
PROT / :LEG: ANG: / LIBER: PAR: value and Oxford plumes above, date and OX below, beaded circles
and legend surrounding.EXVRGAT. DEVS. DISSIPENTVR. INIMICI smaller lettering than obverse
side, weight 118.92g (Brooker 865; Morrieson A-1; N 2402; S 2943). Toned. Some raised die striations on
reverse, as is typical of this issue but a strong crisp striking of both obverse & reverse. A beautiful example
of this extremely rare & desirably important piece which is among the finest known. in a PCGS holder graded AU 53, the reverse better and practically as struck, Pop 1; the only example graded at PCGS. The only
other slabbed example is an NGC EF-45. We believe this coin should be regraded a few points higher, very
close to mint state.
$250,000
Ex Hyman Montagu, English Coins, third portion, Sotheby, 13th -20th November 1896, Lot 95 and plate VIII, sold for £36 to
dealer Verity.
Ex Thomas Bliss, Sotheby, 22nd -24th March 1916, Lot 429, with illustration.
Ex Virgil M Brand, died 1926, collection dispersed post mortem, after 1932. Sold by A H Baldwin and Sons Ltd, September
1941.
Ex Herbert.M. Lingford, part I, Glendining 24th October 1950, Lot 162 with illustration, sold for £160.
Ex Slaney Collection, part II, Spink Coin Auction, 14th May 2015, Lot 345, sold for US dollar equivalent of nearly $227,000
with buyers premium.
PCGS certification 34484795. Such large pieces were struck, as the largest silver currency pieces ever issued in the British series
(in the pre-decimal era) to be originally given as Royalist gifts to senior officers in the cavalier army of Charles I. They were highly
prized and struck to a very high standard of silver content as pieces of some of the finest engraving work of the era. Highly coveted by the few who received them, the finest emanation of which is this final “cartouche” type struck in 1644. The abbreviated Latin
legends translate as on obverse “Charles by the grace of God, King of Great Britain, France and Ireland,” and on the reverse the
cartouche Declaration as Charles I gave to the Privy Council at Wellington, Shropshire on 19th September 1642 as “The Religion
of the Protestants, the Laws of England, the Liberty of Parliament” which when shown in full Latin should read “Religio Protestantium Leges Angliae Libertas Parliamenti,” the outer legend translates as “Let God arise and let his enemies be scattered,” a Psalm
from the Bible. Ox for Oxford is shown below the date where the King had moved his Royalist capital from 29th October 1642.

Aberystwyth Mint, Wales, silver Halfcrown of Charles I

Charles I (1625-49), silver Halfcrown, Aberystwyth Mint (1638/9-42), undated. King on horseback left
with upright sword and flowing scarf, more spirited horse, plume of feathers without bands behind, Latin
legend and beaded borders surrounding both sides, initial mark book.CAROLVS. D: G: MAG: BRIT:
FRAN: ET. HIB: REX. Rev. plumes over oval quartered shield of arms, initial mark book.CHRISTO.
AVSPICE. REGNO., weight 15.10g (Brooker 745; Bull 486a/3b.2; N 2327; S 2880; KM 200). Toned,
slightly double struck, weakly struck on King and corresponding part of reverse with striations, otherwise
a bold very fine, in PCGS holder (not a groat) graded VF 30, rare.
$4,750
Ex Studio Coins, September 1987.
Ex Alan Morris Collection.
PCGS certification 34313120.

Truro Mint, Cornwall, silver Halfcrown of Charles I

Charles I (1625-49), silver Halfcrown, Truro Mint (1642-43), undated. King on horseback left with upright
sword and flowing sash, Latin legend and beaded borders surrounding both sides, initial mark rose, :CAROLVS. D. G. MA. BRI. FRA. ET. HIB. REX. Rev. quartered shield of arms, C to left, R to right, initial
mark rose, CHRISTO: AVSPICE: REGNO, weight 14.15g (Brooker 1019; Bull 657/5; N 2539; S 3052;
KM 219). With usual weakness from die flaw in obverse legend, toned, some light scratches both sides,
otherwise very fine, in PCGS holder graded VF Details (Repaired), and rare.
$4,000
Ex V. J. E. Ryan, Glendining, 22nd January 1952, lot 1185.
Ex Patrick Finn, February 2000, List 18, item 323.
Ex James Hall Collection, Dix Noonan and Webb, Auction 71, 28th September 2006, lot 226.
Ex Spink Numismatic Circular, December 2007, item HS3278.
Ex Mark Rasmussen Numismatist, Winter 2010, list 20, item 62.
PCGS certification 34313121.

Rare Date Gold Double Crown of the Commonwealth Period

Commonwealth (1649-60), gold Half-Unite or Double Crown of Ten Shillings, 1650. Variety without
stops by mint mark, English shield within laurel and palm branch, legends in English language, initial
mark sun, THE. COMMONWEALTH. OF. ENGLAND, Rev. English and Irish shields, value .X. above,
beaded circle and legend surrounding, date at top, legend surrounding.GOD. WITH. VS., weight 4.48g
(Schneider 349; N 2717; S 3210; Fr .270; KM 394.1). Attractively toned, plenty of red color, old hairline
scratch on obverse, otherwise extremely fine, in PCGS holder graded AU Details (Tooled).
$13,500
Ex Clarendon Collection, part 2, Bonhams, 17th October 2006.
PCGS certification 34313122. All gold coins of this period are struck in 22 carat gold and are the first British coins to have
legends in plain English.

The Smallest Gold Denomination of the Commonwealth Period

Commonwealth (1649-60), gold Crown, 1652. English shield within laurel and palm branch, legends in
English language, initial mark sun without stops, THE. COMMONWEALTH. OF. ENGLAND, Rev.
English and Irish shields, value .V. above, beaded circle and legend surrounding, date at top, smaller lettering than obverse, GOD. WITH. VS. (Schneider 360; N 2719; S 3212; Fr 271; KM 393.1). Fully round and
lightly toned, in NGC holder graded AU 58, Pop 1; the only piece graded at NGC and the finer one of
the only 2 graded examples at both services. very rare with the small lettering on reverse. We feel this coin
should be regraded to mint state. Lots of mint luster visable.
$10,000
Ex Ira and Larry Goldberg, Los Angeles, USA, Auction 48, 14th September 2008, lot 2082.
NGC certification 2124323-001. All gold coins of this period are struck in 22 carat gold and are the first British coins to have
legends in plain English.

A Very Nice Example of a Commonwealth Silver Crown
and Final Date For This Mint Mark

Commonwealth (1649-60), silver Crown, 1656, second 6 struck over 4. English shield within laurel and
palm branch, legends in English language, initial mark sun.THE. COMMONWEALTH. OF. ENGLAND.,
the second N struck over an inverted N, Rev. English and Irish shields, value .V. above, beaded circle and
legend surrounding, date at top, GOD. WITH. VS., 29.77g (cf.Bull 13; ESC 9; N 2721; S 3214; KM 392).
Attractively toned, a little weak on one part of shields both sides, in PCGS holder graded AU 50, a pleasing
example.
$5,500
Ex Dix, Noonan and Webb, 28th September 2005, lot 359.
PCGS certification 34313337. This coin does not have the inverted A for V on the reverse as per the Bull entry. The Commonwealth
coinage were the only to have legends in English language until the 1953 Crown of Queen Elizabeth had an edge inscription in English.

Highly Desirable Gold Broad Depicting Oliver Cromwell

Oliver Cromwell (d.1658), gold Broad of Twenty Shillings, 1656. Engraved by Thomas Simon, laureate
head left, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, OLIVAR. D. G. R.P. ANG. SCO. ET. HIB. &c
PRO. Rev. crowned quartered shield of arms of the Protectorate, date either side of top crown.PAX.
QVÆRITVR. BELLO. Edge, straight grained, weight 9.08g (WR 39 R2; Lessen A2; N 2744; S 3225; Fr
273; KM Pn25). Some light hairline marks in the fields, a little wear to the high points otherwise about
extremely fine, reverse extremely fine, rare; in NGC holder graded AU 58.
$40,000
Ex: Previously purchased from Spink and Son when not slabbed and raw June 2006.
NGC certification 2722134-001.

Popular Oliver Cromwell silver Crown

Oliver Cromwell (d.1658), silver Crown, 1658, 8 in date struck over 7. Laureate and draped bust left, raised
die flaw at early stage, abbreviated Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, OLIVAR. D.G.R.P.
ANG. SCO. HIB &c PRO, Rev. crowned quartered shield of arms of the Protectorate, date above, PAX
QVÆRITVR BELLO, edge inscribed in raised letters, *.HAS. NISI. PERITVRVS. MIHI. ADIMAT.
NEMO. Weight 30.15g (L&S. 1; Bull 240; ESC 10; S 3226; KM D207). Attractively toned, with usual die
flaw at mid-stage, one light rim bruise on reverse, otherwise good very fine.
$7,500
Ex: UBS, Auction 76, 22nd January 2008, lot 2517. A H Baldwin, fixed price list, Winter 2008, item BM041.
The abbreviated Latin legends translate as “Oliver by the Grace of God, Protector of the Republic of England, Scotland and Ireland,” and on the reverse “Peace is sought by war,” and additionally on the edge “Let no one remove these from me under penalty
of death,” a direct reference to the crime of clipping the edges of coins, which was prevalent on hammered coins of the time.

A Wonderful Example of the Oliver Cromwell Silver Halfcrown

Oliver Cromwell (d.1658), silver Halfcrown, 1658. Laureate and draped bust left, abbreviated Latin legend
and toothed border surrounding, OLIVAR. D.G.R.P. ANG. SCO. ET. HIB &c PRO, Rev. crowned quartered shield of arms of the Protectorate, date above, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, PAX
QVÆRITVR BELLO, edge inscribed in raised letters, +.HAS. NISI. PERITVRVS. MIHI. ADIMAT.
NEMO. weight 15.07g (N 2746; Bull 252; ESC 447; S 3227A; KM B207). Attractively toned, with mint
bloom and underlying brilliance, one hairline on neck, in PCGS holder graded MS 62, Pop 3; only 2 graded
finer at PCGS, 1 in MS-63, 1 in MS-64, and highly desirable.
$10,000
Ex Spink Coin Auction, 6th October 2004, lot 588.
PCGS certification 34313123. The abbreviated Latin legends translate as “Oliver by the Grace of God,
Protector of the Republic of England, Scotland and Ireland,” and on the reverse “Peace is sought
by war,” and additionally on the edge “Let no one remove these from me under penalty of death.”

Popular Oliver Cromwell silver Halfcrown

Oliver Cromwell (d.1658), silver Halfcrown, 1658. Laureate and draped bust left, abbreviated Latin legend
and toothed border surrounding, OLIVAR. D.G.R.P. ANG. SCO. ET. HIB &c PRO, Rev. crowned quartered shield of arms of the Protectorate, date above, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, PAX
QVÆRITVR BELLO, edge inscribed in raised letters, +.HAS. NISI. PERITVRVS. MIHI. ADIMAT.
NEMO. (N 2746; Bull 252; ESC 447; S 3227A; KM B207). Attractively toned, with underlying brilliance,
in PCGS holder graded AU 53.
$5,500
PCGS certification 34313124. The abbreviated Latin legends translate as “Oliver by the Grace of God, Protector of the
Republic of England, Scotland and Ireland,” and on the reverse “Peace is sought by war,” and additionally on the edge “Let no
one remove these from me under penalty of death,” a direct reference to the crime of clipping the edges of coins, which was
prevalent on hammered coins of the time.

Popular Oliver Cromwell silver Shilling

Oliver Cromwell (d.1658), silver Shilling, 1658. Laureate and draped bust left, raised die flaw at top of
forehead, legend and toothed border surrounding, OLIVAR. D.G.R.P. ANG. SCO. HIB &c PRO, Rev.
crowned quartered shield of arms of the Protectorate, date above, PAX QVÆRITVR BELLO (Bull 254;
ESC 1005; S 3228; KM A207). Toned, in PCGS holder graded EF 45.
$4,000
Ex Mark Rasmussen Numismatist, Winter 2007 list 14, item 98.
PCGS certification 34313125. The abbreviated Latin legends translate as “Oliver by the Grace of God, Protector of the Republic of England, Scotland and Ireland,” and on the reverse “Peace is sought by war.”

Very Rare Dutch Issue Sixpence Depicting Oliver Cromwell

Oliver Cromwell (d.1658), silver “Dutch” Sixpence, 1658. Engraved after Thomas Simon’s design, struck
in the Low Countries c.1700, laureate and draped bust left, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding,
OLIVAR. D. GR. P. ANG. SCO. HIB. PRO Rev. inverted die axis, crowned quartered shield of arms of
the Protectorate, date either side of top crown, PAX. QVÆRITVR. BELLO edge, plain, weight 5.98g
(ESC 1506; Bull 263 R4; Lessen M41; N 2748ii; S 3229 note; cf.KM PnE27). Some light hairline marks
in the fields, toned extremely fine, very rare; in NGC holder graded AU 55, Pop 1; only 3 graded higher at
NGC, 1 in AU-58, 1 in MS-61, 1 in MS-62. The only other slabbed example is a
PCGS PR-65.
$13,500
NGC certification 2722134-003. Lessen gives an estimate of less than fifty examples in existence.

Extremely Rare Elephant Provenance Mark Gold Guinea From
the First Year of Issue

Charles II (1660-85), gold Guinea, 1663. Struck from 22 carat gold supplied by the African Company, elephant below first laureate head right, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding both sides, CAROLVS.
II.DEI. GRATIA, Rev. crowned cruciform shields, emblematic scepters in angles, four interlinked Cs at
center, date either side of top crown.MAG. BR. FRA. ET. HIB. REX. edge milled, weight 8.32g (Schneider
438; MCE 53 ER; S 3339; Fr 288; KM 420.2). Tiny surface marks and hairlines both sides, old dig on neck
with a couple of other superficial marks, otherwise extremely fine, in PCGS holder graded AU Details,
Cleaned, extremely rare.
$40,000
Ex W W Brest Collection.
Ex George Hamilton-Smith, Glendining, 23rd May 1927.
Ex William Luard Raynes, Glendining, 15th February 1950.
Ex Sharps Pixley Collection, Spink Coin Auction 72, 1989.
PCGS certification 34313461. The Latin legends translate as on the obverse “Charles the Second, by the Grace of God,” and
abbreviated on the reverse as “King of Great Britain, France and Ireland.”

The Famous and Celebrated Silver “Petition”
Crown to Charles II by Thomas Simon
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Charles II (1660-85), Pattern Crown, 1663. The masterwork engraved by Thomas Simon with his Petition
to King Charles II in two lines on the edge, laureate and draped bust right, signed Simon below, Latin
legend and toothed border surrounding, CAROLVS II. DEI. GRA, Rev. crowned cruciform emblematic shields, pairs of interlinked Cs in angles, St. George and dragon in buckled garter in centre in garter
with French motto HONI. SOIT. QVI. MAL. Y. PENSE, date either side of top crown, Latin legend
and toothed border surrounding. MAG BRI.FR ET.HIB REX. Edge inscribed in small raised letters in
two lines except for double sized italic word “Majesty” witness line at start with pair of crowned interlinked Cs over pair of palm branches, THOMAS SIMON. MOST. HVMBLY. PRAYS .YOVR. MAJESTY
TO. COMPARE. THIS. HIS. TRYALL. PIECE. WITH. THE. DVTCH. AND. IF. MORE / TRVLY.
DRAWN. & EMBOSS’D. MORE. GRACE: FVLLY. ORDER’D. AND. MORE. ACCURATELY. ENGRAVEN. TO. RELIEVE. HIM., raised rim above and below, all lettering, drapery and neck, frosted in
a mezzotint style, weight 34.73g. (S 3354A; ESC 429 (72); L&S 6, and p.10, this piece listed; Bergne, NC
1854, p.137, no.7, this coin; Hocking 1360; KM PnB33). Some hairlines & buffing in obverse field in antiquity, otherwise a superb example of the most famous coin in the entire British series. Only two others,
both inferior examples, sold at auction in the USA in the past 100 years, Wormser in 1992 and Jenks in
1921. Only sixteen believed to be extant, of which only five examples auctioned worldwide in the past 25
years, including this example, remain in private hands. Beautifully toned & this piece in the top three best
preserved examples in extremely fine condition. A highly desirable extremely rare piece celebrated as the
finest in numismatic artistry, in PCGS holder graded SP 53, Pop 1; the only example graded at PCGS. Only
1 example graded higher in MS-63 at NGC.
$550,000

Ex: Bought ‘for a trifle’ casually by coin-dealer Abraham Edmonds from a silversmith in the Strand.
Ex Thomas Dimsdale, Sotheby, 18th June 1824, lot 1788 sold for £30.
Ex Thomas Thomas, Sotheby, 23rd February 1844, lot 387 sold for £48 to dealer Cureton.
Ex James Dodsley Cuff, Sotheby, 8th June 1854, lot 1373, sold for £56/10 to dealer Webster.
Ex Major-General William York Moore, Sotheby, 21st April 1879, lot 255, sold for £86.
Ex The Hon. Robert W. Marsham, Sotheby, 19th November 1888, lot 731, sold for £290 to dealer Verity.
Ex Arthur Doveton Clarke, Christies, 15th June 1891, lot 364.
Ex Henry Webb, Sotheby, 9th July 1894, lot 692, sold for £250 to dealer Lincoln.
Ex Richard Manley Foster, Sotheby, 3rd November 1903, lot 243, sold for £310.
Ex Bernard M S. Roth, part I, Sotheby, 19th July 1917, lot 348, sold for £360.
Ex Lt.-Col. Thomas G. Taylor, collection sold privately to Spink and Son Ltd 1920.
Ex E S Morris as “Well known collector”, Glendining, 23rd-25th July 1923, lot 17, sold for £360 to Wheeler.
Ex Ernest H. Wheeler, Sotheby, 12th March 1930, lot 500, sold for £510 to Raynes (described in the catalogue at the time, as
being the finest).
Ex William Luard Raynes Collection, private transaction with Spink, Summer 1962. Sold by Spink and Son Ltd to Mrs Norweb,
December 1962.
Ex Mrs E. M. H. Norweb Collection, part I, Spink Coin Auction 45, 13th June 1985, lot 223, front cover coin.
Ex James Perley Storer, Spink Coin Auction 111, 21st November 1995, lot 101, coin featured on cover.
Ex Rowley Butters Collection, St James Auction 9, 18th June 2008, lot 333, main front cover coin.
PCGS certification 34313193. The most famous coin in the entire British silver series, Thomas Simon’s Petition Crown is
familiar to most collectors of the English series, and has always proved a key highlight in any auction sale, whether in Victorian
times or today. The latest thoughts on the Petition Crown and circumstances of the famous competition that resulted have been
written up by Marvin Lessen in an article in the 2005 British Numismatic Journal entitled “Notes on Simon’s Pattern (Petition)
Crown of Charles II.” From which the notes below are taken and acknowledged. Charles II at the time of his Restoration was
keen to consign the Puritan Commonwealth period to history, and with the coinage it was decreed in 1661 that all gold and
silver coins should be minted using the screw press method. The screw press machinery and castaing edge marking machine
that had been invented by the Frenchman Pierre Blondeau, had been installed separately from the Mint at Drury House by
the Strand, having previously been used to produce a series of pattern coins, in competition to the hammered workers in the
powerful Corporation of Moneyers. By the time of the Restoration Blondeau had returned to Paris and Thomas Simon who
had experience of the machinery under the Commonwealth had to reapply to be Chief Engraver in 1660. The post had already
been promised to the elderly Thomas Rawlins, and Simon was granted a position as Engraver, whilst the machinery was moved
across to the Mint at the Tower, which took till 1662. In the meantime Charles II appointed John and Joseph Roettier the Flemish brothers, whose family had assisted him during his exile, as Chief Engravers, which caused a great deal of consternation as
they were from overseas. Ultimately this led to the famous competition between Thomas Simon and the Roettiers, with an order
issued on 7th February 1661/2 that they should each produce a pattern crown, stating ‘Whereas Wee have given order to Tho.
Symon one of Our Chiefe Gravers and also to John and Joseph Roettiers, Gravers to make the Stamps for Our Moneys by way
of the Presse Our Will and Pleasure is that they severally first make a triall piece of 5 Shillings in Silver according to Each other
draughts of heads and arms shewed unto Us with all convenient speed that may bee and that noe persons be suffered to disturb
or oversee their worke until ye same shal be perfected and presented to Us for Our Judgment therein.’ The portrait of the King
for the engravers to work from was executed by Samuel Cooper, the most sought-after miniaturist of the age, who had also
worked for Oliver Cromwell. John Evelyn the famous diarist, recorded on 10th January 1661/2 that he held the candle ‘when
Mr Cooper, ye rare limner, was crayoning the King’s face and head to make the stamps for the new milld money now contriving…he choosing the night and candlelight for ye better finding out the shadows.’ The competition was still in progress in midApril of 1662 as seen from a contemporary note that survives from the time speaking of the “contest in the Art betwixt them”.
By the 17th May 1662 the King’s loyalty to the Roettiers was proven as the contest ended, with a Royal Warrant in preparation,
which named John Roettier as Chief Engraver. When the warrant was issued 19th May 1662, it seems likely that Thomas Simon
may have missed the deadline for the end of the contest, though the Roettiers were clearly more in favor personally to the King
from the beginning. Subsequently Thomas Simon’s masterpiece of coin art, the Petition Crown was his final attempt to persuade
Charles II to change his mind. The resulting coin that appeared used Blondeau’s revolutionary new technique of edge lettering
to a new degree of small detail to plead with the King to reinstate him. To engrave a 34 word inscription of 160 characters of
varying sizes on a 35mm edge using only a very recently introduced technique, was a masterpiece of skill and craftsmanship,
that was widely admired at the time. Evelyn wrote ‘For the honour of our countrymen, I cannot here omit that ingenious trial
of skill which a commendable emulation has produced in a medal performed with extraordinary accuracy by one who, having
been deservedly employed in the Mint at the Tower, was not willing to be supplanted by foreigners.’ Although Simon’s petition
was unsuccessful, additionally we are told by Challis in his “New History of the Royal Mint” that the metallurgy was too inferior
to consider striking such high relief coins for currency, with the Roettiers being more successful as they had brought their own
Smith from Holland to help with perfecting their coinage. Thomas Simon continued to be employed at the Mint as one of the
engravers, having already produced the last hammered silver coinage of Charles II, and the new Scottish milled coins, along with
a new Great Seal. The contest winning Roettier currency Crowns had a further warrant of specification issued on 6 February
1662/3, with the first coins struck by the 9th March when Samuel Pepys recorded in his diary: ‘there dined with us today Mr
Slingsby of the Mint, who showed us all the new pieces both gold and silver that are made for the King by Blondeau’s way;
and compared them with those made for Oliver. The pictures of the latter made by Symons, and of the King by one Rotyer, a
German I think, that dined with us also. He extolls those of Rotyer’s above the others, and indeed I think they are the better,

because the sweeter of the two, but, upon my word, those of the Protector are more like to my mind, than the King’s, but both
very well worth seeing.’ The new coins were made current by Royal Proclamation on 27th March 1663, but were not universally
admired. Subsequently Thomas Simon, engraver of the universally admired Oliver Cromwell portrait leading to his masterworks
of the Petition and Reddite Crowns passed away in 1665. The original obverse die, in rather poor condition, is still housed at the
Royal Mint.

The Celebrated “Reddite” Silver Pattern Crown by Thomas Simon
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Charles II (1660-85), silver Pattern “Reddite” crown, 1663. Engraved and signed by Thomas Simon, struck
from the same dies as the famed “Petition” crown (in previous lot), “fine work” laureate and draped bust
right, Simon italic below, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, CAROLVS II. DEI. GRA Rev.
struck en medaille, crowned cruciform emblematic shields, interlinked Cs in angles, St. George and dragon
in ruled Garter in centre, French inscription in garter, HONI. SOIT. QVI. MAL. Y. PENSE, date either
side of top crown, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding. MAG BRI. FR ET. HIB REX. edge
inscribed in raised letters, last two words half size font, REDDITE. QVÆ. CÆSARIS. CÆSARI & CT.
POST, followed by depiction of the sun appearing out of a cloud, weight 31.39g (L&S 7; Bull 431 R5;
ESC 73 R5; S 3354B; KM PnD33). Peppered with light surface marks, some nicks both sides, short scratch
from eyebrow along junction with hair, toned, more attractive on reverse, in PCGS holder graded SP 35
and extremely rare.
$95,000
Ex Sir John Evans Collection, portion sold to J P Morgan
Ex J P Morgan Collection portion sold privately with first offer to British Museum and secondly R C Lockett 1915.
Ex Richard Cyril Lockett, Sotheby, 28 May 1927, lot 55.
Ex T.B. Clarke-Thornhill, Glendining, 27 May 1937, lot 605.
Ex H.E.G. Paget, Glendining, 25 September, 1947, lot 230.
Ex G.R. Blake, Seaby Coin and Medal Bulletin, June 1957. Transacted privately by Spink to Norweb family, USA July 1962.
Ex Mrs E.M. Norweb, Spink Coin Auction 48, 13 November 1985, lot 442.
Ex Spink Numismatic Circular, March 1990, no. 1107.
Ex Dr. D. Rees-Jones, Spink Coin Auction 117, 19 November 1996, lot 118. Transacted privately by Noble Numismatics of
Australia to Mr Rowley Butters. Ex Rowley Butters, St James Auction 9, 18th June 2008, lot 334.
PCGS certification 34313450. This is the actual coin illustrated in the 1974 edition of ‘English Silver Coinage’. The Latin legends translate as on the obverse “Charles the second by the grace of God” and on the reverse “King of Great Britain, France
and Ireland. The Latin inscription on the edge is what gives this pattern its name and translates as “Render to Caesar, the things
which are Caesar’s,” with the smaller font abbreviation for “POST NUBILA PHOEBUS” meaning “After the storm, the sun
shines” alluding to the Restoration of the monarchy after the Commonwealth period. The French words on the garter translate
as “Evil to him who evil thinks.” Celebrated Victorian numismatist J. B. Bergne published the whereabouts of ten examples
of the Reddite crown in silver his 1854 article in the Numismatic Chronicle, three of which were institutionalised and seven in
theory still privately held if they all survive till today. Four examples of these seven have appeared in the last forty years for sale
whether privately or through auction. The other three have either not surfaced since Victorian times, or may have been last offered over 90 years ago and are all examples that are apparently in lower grade. The choices of Reddite Crowns available to the
market are few and far between, and the finest one from the Glenister collection, hammered at auction for £330,000 in March
2014, representing a total price including premium and UK tax on the premium of £409,200. These “Reddite” Crowns are
much rarer than the companion “Petition” crown with only ten examples known as of 1854 and fewer than that known today.

James II Gold Five Guineas Struck from
Gold Supplied by the Africa Company

James II (1685-88), gold Five Guineas. Struck from 22 carat gold supplied by the African Company, 1687,
elephant and castle below first laureate head left, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, IACOBVS. II. DEI. GRATIA, Rev. crowned cruciform shields, scepters in angles, date either side of top crown,
Latin legend and toothed border surrounding.MAG. BR. FRA. ET. HIB REX. edge inscribed in raised
letters, +.DECVS. ET. TVTAMEN. ANNO. REGNI. TERTIO.+., weight 41.72g (Schneider 452; MCE
118 VR; S 3398; Fr 293; KM 460.2). A number of small pin prick marks on obverse field and cheek of
King, a few more on reverse, weak on the high points and weak strike on tip of neck and corresponding
part of reverse on 16 of date, otherwise with an attractive red tone in PCGS holder graded AU Detail
(Damage), extremely rare.
$30,000
PCGS certification 34313308. The Samuel King Survey co-written by this cataloguer and published in May 2005 recorded only
38 examples traded in commerce over a 45 year period, making this the second rarest Five Guineas of King James II. In fact
since the Samuel King sale, only five examples have come up for sale by auction in the succeeding period, and this coin is now
a sixth to add to the list. Significantly the largest group of Five Guineas ever sold did not contain an example of this variety of
Five Guinea. This coin was once part of the A H Baldwin “basement stock” of coins that had been put aside for their rarity.
The old claim to the French Kingdom dating back to the time of the Wars of the Roses, when King Henry VI had regnal jurisdiction over a portion of France, and a number of Mints including Paris. Subsequently the last French possession of Calais had
been physically lost in the time of Mary Tudor on January 7th 1557/8.

Rare Africa Company Guinea of King James II

James II (1685-88), gold Guinea, 1685. Struck from 22 carat gold supplied by the African Company, elephant and castle below first laureate head left, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding both sides,
IACOBVS. II. DEI. GRATIA, Rev. crowned cruciform shields, emblematic scepters in angles, four interlinked Cs at center, date either side of top crown.MAG. BR. FRA. ET. HIB REX. weight 8.41g (Schneider
456; MCE 124 VR; S 3401; Fr 296; KM 453.2). Light red copper tone, some dark blemishes on reverse, in
PCGS holder graded AU 55 and very rare.
$17,500
Ex A H Baldwin and Sons, purchased 1944 for £15.
Ex Slaney Collection, part I, Spink Coin Auction, 15th May 2003, lot 72.
PCGS certification 34313077.

Desirable Conjoined Busts Portrait Crown of William and Mary

William and Mary (1688-94), silver Crown, 1692. Conjoined busts right, legend surrounding, GVLIELMVS. ET. MARIA. DEI. GRATIA, toothed border around rim both sides, rev crowned cruciform shields,
WM monogram in angles, Lion of Nassau at center, date surrounding, MAG. BR. FR ET. HI. REX.
ET. REGINA. edge inscribed in raised letters and dated, +.DECVS. ET. TVTAMEN. ANNO. REGNI.
QVARTO.+. (Bull 822; ESC 83; S 3433; KM 478). Toned, with some light adjustment marks visible mainly
on rim on obverse, in PCGS holder graded AU 55, Pop 1; the finest example graded at PCGS. $4,000
Ex Ira and Larry Goldberg, Los Angeles, USA, Auction 34, 5th February 2006, lot 2678.
PCGS certification 34313113.

William and Mary (1688-94), silver Pattern Farthing, 1694. Conjoined busts right, legend, GVLIELMVS.
ET. MARIA, Rev. britannia seated left, legend, BRITAN - NIA, date below, 4.7g (Peck 616). Extremely
fine, light gray tone with a trace of underlying luster.
$1,000

William III (1694-1702), silver Crown, 1696. Third laureate and draped bust right, legend and toothed
border surrounding, GVLIELMVS. III. DEI. GRA. Rev. crowned cruciform shields, Lion of Nassau at
center, early harp, date either side of top crown.MAG. BR.FRA. ET.HIB. REX. edge inscribed in raised
letters and dated, +.+.DECVS. ET. TVTAMEN.ANNO. REGNI. OCTAVO. weight 30.53g (Bull 1004;
ESC 94; S 3472; KM 494.1). Toned, with some black spots, a couple of raised die flaws and rim flaws, otherwise a pleasing example. In PCGS holder graded MS 63, Pop 1; only graded 2 finer in MS-64 at PCGS.
$2,750
Ex: St James Auction 5, 27th September 2006, lot 380.
PCGS certification 34313078.

Rare and Desirable Pre-Union Guinea of the First Year of Issue

Anne (1702-14), gold Pre-Union Guinea, 1702. First draped bust left, Latin legend and toothed border
surrounding, ANNA.DEI. GRATIA, Rev. Pre-Union crowned cruciform shields, ornate scepters in angles, rose at center, date either side of top crown.MAG BR. FRA ET. HIB REG. weight 8.40g (Schneider
525; MCE 209; S 3562; Fr 320; KM 511.1). Attractively toned with plenty of eye-appealing red color,
peppered with tiny handling marks both sides, in PCGS holder graded AU 55, Pop 2; only graded 1 finer
in AU-58 at PCGS, reverse stronger and very rare as the first date produced of the reign.
$17,500
PCGS certification 34313079.

Extremely Rare Gold Half-Guinea with the VIGO Provenance Mark

Anne (1702-14), gold Pre-Union Half-Guinea, 1703. VIGO. below draped bust left, Latin legend and
toothed border surrounding, ANNA.DEI. GRATIA. Rev. Pre-Union crowned cruciform shields, scepters in angles, rose at center, date either side of top crown.MAG BR. FRA ET. HIB REG. weight 4.13g
(Schneider 527; MCE 228; S 3565; Fr 324; KM 510.2). Light red tone, some tiny nicks and marks, with a
good clear face, reverse better, in PCGS holder graded XF 40, Pop 1; 1 finer in AU-55 at PCGS. There are
only 3 exmples graded at both services, together with another AU-55 at NGC. extremely rare.
$40,000
Ex A H Baldwin, Hong Kong Auction 42, 25th February 2010, lot 1098 This coin was consigned to the auction above from an
old family collection that was formed through A H Baldwin of London in the 1920s and 1930s.
PCGS certification 34313454. The Vigo gold coinage represents the pinnacle of provenance mark currency coin collecting
rarities, not just in the reign of Queen Anne but across the whole range of British coins showing a mark or word of where the
metal was sourced to strike the coinage. The most intrepid of stories is behind the capture of the Vigo treasure as opposed to
the other companies or privateers who had their mark placed upon the coins. The Battle of Vigo Bay occurred on 23rd October
1702 and it was after the Battle that the treasure largely of silver, with a tiny proportion of gold was captured and transported
back to Southampton on the south coast of England. From there the treasure was brought with great pomp and ceremony to
London, overseen by the Mint Master himself, one Mr Isaac Newton, to then be turned into coinage at the Royal Mint in the
Tower of London. The treasure consisted of absolutely thousands of pounds in weight of silver, but a mere seven pounds and
eight ounces of gold meaning the coinage of gold Five Guineas, Guineas and Half-Guineas was very small. The Five Guinea
piece turns up most often, with the Guinea being the rarest denomination of all. We are only aware of seven example of the
gold Half-Guinea in private collections today.

Colorful Post-Union Gold Five Guineas of Queen Anne

Anne (1702-14), gold Five Guineas, 1709. Post-Union type, first draped bust left, Latin legend and toothed
border surrounding, ANNA. DEI. GRATIA. Rev. crowned emblematic Post-Union cruciform narrow
shields, garter star at center, emblematic scepters in angles, date either side of top crown, Latin legend
and toothed border surrounding.MAG BRI.FR ET.HIB REG. edge inscribed in raised letters of upright
orientation to obverse, +.DECVS. ET. TVTAMEN ANNO. REGNI. OCTAVO. (Schneider 530; MCE
201; S 3567; Fr 317; KM 532). Has been lightly burnished on the bust, with some light parallel hairline
marks, other light ticks, otherwise with an eye appealing tone with some red color from the copper alloy in
the gold, well struck and centered, extremely fine, in PCGS holder graded AU Detail (Repaired), very rare
one year only type.
$60,000
Ex: Purchased from A H Baldwin and Sons Ltd Spring 2007.
PCGS certification 34313309. The Latin legends translate as “Anne, by the grace of God,” on obverse and on the reverse as
“Queen of Great Britain, France and Ireland,” additionally on the edge as “an ornament and a safeguard, in the eighth year of
the reign.”

Beautiful Post-Union Gold Guinea of Queen Anne

Anne (1702-14), gold Guinea, 1709. Post-Union, second draped bust left, legend surrounding, ANNA.
DEI. GRATIA. toothed border around rim both sides, Rev. Post-Union crowned cruciform shields, scepters in angles, garter star at center, date either side of top crown, MAG. BRI. FR ET. HIB REG. (Schneider
-; MCE 220; S 3572; Fr 320; KM 529.1). Raised die flaw in hair otherwise with an attractive red tone, in
PCGS holder graded AU 58, Pop 2; tied for the finest examples graded at both services.
$11,000
Ex Spink Coin Auction 210, 6th October 2011, lot 388.
PCGS certification 34313080.

Scarce Gold Double Guinea of Queen Anne

Anne (1702-14), gold Two Guineas, 1711. Draped bust left, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding,
ANNA. DEI. GRATIA. Rev. crowned cruciform shields, scepters in angles, garter star at center, date
either side of top crown, abbreviated Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, MAG BRI. FR ET.
HIB REG. edge grained, weight 16.80g (Schneider -; MCE 206; S 3569; Fr 319; KM 531). A few small
nicks and hairlines both sides, short dig on neck, one slight rim bruise at 7 o’clock on obverse, otherwise
attractively toned, in PCGS holder graded AU 53, reverse a little stronger.
$11,000
PCGS certification 34313081.

Superb Gold Half-Guinea of Queen Anne Dated 1712

Anne (1702-14), gold Half-Guinea, 1712. Post-Union, draped bust left, legend surrounding, ANNA.DEI.
GRATIA. toothed border around rim both sides, Rev. Post-Union crowned cruciform shields, scepters
in angles, garter star at center, date either side of top crown.MAG BRI. FR ET. HIB REG. weight 4.21g
(Schneider -; MCE 235; S 3575; Fr 323; KM 527). Brilliant, one red spot at G of obverse legend, otherwise
a pleasing example, in PCGS holder graded AU 58, Pop 1; the only finest example graded at both services.
The only other slabbed example is an NGC EF 45.
$5,000
Ex Spink Coin Auction, 12th November 2003, lot 44.
Ex F R Kuenker, Germany, Auction 100, 21st June 2005, lot 158.
PCGS certification 34313082.

Unusual Pre-Union Type Crown of Queen Anne Dated to the Year of the
Union of England and Scotland

Anne (1702-14), silver Crown, 1707. Draped bust left, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding,
ANNA. DEI. GRATIA. Rev. Pre-Union type crowned cruciform shields, garter star at center, roses and
plumes in alternate angles, date either side of top crown, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding.
MAG BR. FRA ET. HIB REG: edge inscribed in raised letters, +DECVS. ET. TVTAMEN. ANNO.
REGNI. SEXTO. weight 29.98g (Bull 1343; ESC 102; S 3578; KM 519.3). Toned with light haymarking,
in PCGS holder graded AU 55.
$4,000
Ex Spink Coin Auction, 6th October 2004, lot 730.
PCGS certification 34313083. The old claim to the French Kingdom dating back to the time of the Wars of the Roses, when King
Henry VI had regnal jurisdiction over a portion of France, and a number of Mints including Paris. Subsequently the last French
possession of Calais had been physically lost in the time of Mary Tudor on January 7th 1557/8.

Desirable VIGO Treasure Provenanced Coin of Queen Anne

Anne (1702-14), silver Pre-Union Halfcrown, 1703. VIGO. below draped bust left, Latin legend and
toothed border surrounding, ANNA.DEI. GRATIA. Rev. Pre-Union crowned cruciform shields, garter
star at center, date either side of top crown.MAG BR. FRA. ET. HIB REG. edge inscribed in raised letters.+. DECVS. ET. TVTAMEN. ANNO. REGNI. TERTIO, weight 15.02g (Bull 1358; ESC 569; S 3580;
KM 518.2). Attractively toned, in PCGS holder graded AU 50.
$1,000
PCGS certification 34313084. In the British series of all the provenance mark currency coins, not just in the reign of Queen Anne but
across the whole range of British coins showing a mark or word of where the metal was sourced to strike the coinage, the most intrepid
of stories is behind the capture of the Vigo treasure. The Battle of Vigo Bay occurred on 23rd October 1702, and it was after the Battle
that the treasure largely of silver, with a tiny proportion of gold was captured and transported back to Southampton on the south coast
of England. From there the treasure was brought with great pomp and ceremony to London, overseen by the Mint Master himself,
one Mr Isaac Newton, to then be turned into coinage at the Royal Mint in the Tower of London. The treasure consisted of thousands
of pounds in weight of silver from which this Halfcrown would have been struck, but a mere seven pounds and eight ounces of gold.

The One Year Only Type Prince Elector Guinea of King George I

George I (1714-27), gold Guinea, 1714 “Prince Elector” type. First laureate head right, Latin legend and
toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS. D.G. MAG.BR.FR ET. HIB. REX. F.D. Rev. first reverse with
Prince Elector title, crowned cruciform shields, incorporating the Arms of Hanover, scepters in angles,
garter star at center, date either side of tope crown, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, BRVN.
ET LVN. DVX S.R.I.A.TH ET. PR. EL. edge obliquely grained, weight 8.35g (Schneider 544; MCE 245;
S 3628; Fr 327b; KM 538). Well struck with the garter star evident, perhaps once lightly wiped, otherwise
hairlined with light surface marks, a bold very fine on obverse due to the high relief of the hair at center,
reverse good very fine, rare.
$12,500
This one year only type represents an unusual juncture in the date of the British coinage where the last issue of the previous monarch
Queen Anne is of the matching date 1714. This is the only denomination of George I to be dated 1714, he having ascended the throne
on the 1st August 1714 with the Coronation on the 20th October. These gold Guineas are the only coins to carry the “Prince Elector”
title. The Latin legends translates as on the obverse “George, by the grace of God, King of Great Britain, France and Ireland, Defender
of the Faith” and on the reverse “Duke of Brunswick and Luneberg, High Treasurer and Prince Elector of the Holy Roman Empire.”

Gold Guinea of the First Hanoverian King of Great Britain

George I (1714-27), gold Guinea, 1726. Fifth laureate head right, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS D G M BR FR ET HIB REX. F.D, some stops absent, Rev. crowned cruciform
broad shields, incorporating the Arms of Hanover, ornamental scepters in angles, garter star at center, date
either side of top crown, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding.BRVN ET L. DVX S.R.I.A.TH
ET. EL. edge obliquely grained, weight 8.42g (Schneider 549; MCE 261; S 3633; Fr 327; KM 559.1). Toned
and just a tad weakly struck, in PCGS holder graded AU 58.
$5,000
PCGS certification 34313085.

Desirable East India Company Issue Gold Five Guineas of 1729

George II (1727-60), gold Five Guineas, 1729 E.I.C. Initials of the East India Company below young
laureate head left, GEORGIVS. II. DEI. GRATIA, Rev. crowned quartered shield of arms, date either
side of crown, M.B.F. ET. H. REX. F.D. B. ET. L. D. S R. I. A. T ET. E. edge inscribed in raised letter
and dated, +DECVS. ET. TVTAMEN ANNO. REGNI. TERTIO, inverted N’s in ANNO, weight 41.71g
(MCE 279; S 3664; Fr 333; KM 571.2). Some light surface marks, in PCGS holder graded AU 58, a one
year only type.
$50,000
Ex: Purchased from A H Baldwin and Sons Ltd Summer 2008.
PCGS certification 34313453. The East India Company provided quantities of gold bullion to the Royal Mint to strike coinage
with their provenance mark “E.I.C.” at various times in the reign of King George II. This was to enable them to have the right
to export the finished coinage overseas to further facilitate their trade, when there was an export ban on British coinage for all
others. The edges of these spectacular gold coins carry an inscription translating as an “ornament and a safeguard” a warning against the old practice of clipping with a further statement that this coin was issued in the third year of the King’s reign.

Extremely Rare Gold Proof Half-Guinea of King George II

George II (1727-60), Proof gold Half-Guinea, 1728. Young laureate head left, legend GEORGIVS. II.
DEI. GRATIA. toothed border around rim both sides, Rev. crowned quartered shield of arms, date either
side of crown, legend M.B.F.ET.H. REX. F.D.B. ET.L.D.S.R.I.A.T ET.E. edge plain with longitudinal
striations, weight 5.72g (WR 75 R4; S 3681; KM 565.1). Toned with plenty of proof brilliance, one small
tone spot at base of obverse, otherwise practically as struck, and extremely rare; in NGC holder graded PF
64, Pop 2; only 2 examples graded higher at NGC, 1 in PF-64 Cameo, 1 in PF-65 Cameo.
$20,000
Ex Part of an anonymous property of British gold pattern and proof coins all bought from A H Baldwin c.1920-35.
Ex A H Baldwin, Hong Kong Auction 42, 30th August 2007, lot 1101.
NGC certification 2722134-002.

George II (1727-60), silver Crown, 1743. Older laureate and draped bust left, GEORGIUS.II. DEI.GRATIA. toothed border around rim both sides, Rev. crowned cruciform shields, roses in angles, garter star at
center, legend M.B.F.ET.H. REX. F.D.B. ET.L.D.S.R.I.A.T ET.E. edge inscribed in raised letters DECVS.
ET. TVTAMEN. ANNO REGNI. DECIMO. SEPTIMO (Bull 1667; ESC 124; S 3688; KM 585.1).
$2,750
Toned, in PCGS holder graded AU 55.
Ex: Purchased from Knightsbridge Coins in January 2004.
PCGS certification 34313086.

Wonderful Example of the Scarce 1750 Silver Crown of King George II

George II (1727-60), silver Crown, 1750. Older laureate and draped bust left, GEORGIUS.II. DEI.
GRATIA. toothed border around rim both sides, Rev. crowned cruciform shields, garter star at center,
legend M.B.F.ET.H. REX. F.D.B. ET.L.D.S.R.I.A.T ET.E. edge inscribed in raised letters .DECVS. ET.
TVTAMEN. ANNO REGNI. VICESIMO QVARTO, weight 30.90g (Bull 1670; ESC 127; S 3690; KM
585.2). Attractively toned, with underlying mint bloom enhancing the design, just a couple of spots only,
just a hint of wear to highest points of hair only, good extremely fine and scarce, in PCGS holder graded
MS 63, Pop 3; only 3 graded higher at PCGS, 2 in 64, 1 in 65. The finest graded pieces at NGC are 4 MS63 examples.
$8,000
Ex St James Auction, 3rd May 2009, lot 157 when slabbed and graded by NGC as MS63.
PCGS certification 616824.63/85165527.
rently illustrated on their website as an
and none higher (this coin seems to be
of hair apparent in the eyebrow which

This coin is graded by PCGS within the top five graded pieces and is curexample of MS63. NGC have only graded four pieces at this level of grade
one of them). This coin has a particularly good portrait with even the strands
cannot be seen on the piece graded MS64 on the PCGS website illustrations.

Pleasing Silver Proof Halfcrown of King George II

George II (1727-60), Proof silver Halfcrown, 1746. Older laureate and draped bust left, legend and
toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS. II. DEI. GRATIA. Rev. crowned cruciform shields, garter star
at center, date either side of top crown, M.B.FE. ET. H. REX. F.D. B.ET. L. D. S R. I. A. T ET. E. edge
inscribed in raised letter and dated, DECVS. ET. TVTAMEN. ANNO. REGNI. VICESIMO. (Bull 1691;
ESC 608; S 3696; KM 584.2). Attractively toned with a few tiny specks and spots both sides, edge lettering
struck weakly in parts, otherwise good extremely fine.
$8,000
Ex Heritage, New York Signature Sale 363, 9th January 2005, lot 22123, when previously graded and slabbed by NGC as PF63.

Extremely Rare Silver Proof Sixpence of the First Year of
Issue for King George II

George II (1727-60), Proof silver Sixpence, 1728. Young laureate and draped bust left, Latin legend and
toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS. II. DEI. GRATIA. Rev. inverted dis axis, crowned cruciform
shields, garter star at center, date either side of top crown, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding,
M.B.F. ET. H. REX. F. D. B. ET L. D. S.R.I.A.TH ET. E. edge plain, weight 3.41g (Bull 1737 R4; ESC
1604; S 3705; KM 564.1). Attractively toned, in NGC holder graded PF 65, Pop 1; tied with another PCGS
PR-65 piece as the finest examples graded at both services.
$5,500
Ex: Purchased privately from Spink and Son Ltd. November 2005.
NGC certification 2722100-004.

Extremely Rare Pattern Gold Guinea of King George III from 1761

George III (1760-1820), Pattern gold Guinea, 1761. By John Tanner, long haired laureate head right, Latin
legend and raised linear rim surrounding both sides, GEORGVIS. III. DEI. GRATIA. Rev. struck en medaille, crowned quartered shield of arms, date either side of crown, M.B.FE. ET. H. REX. F.D. B.ET. L. D.
S R. I. A. T ET. E. edge plain, weight 7.75g (WR 83 R6; Hocking 1777; KM Pn39). A few faint red spots
on reverse, otherwise practically as struck, in PCGS holder graded Proof 64, Pop 1; the only example of
$35,000
this type graded at both services, with a great provenance and very rare.
Ex the late Belden E Roach of New York, B Max Mehl of Texas, 8th February 1944, lot 1360, sold for $27.50.
Ex Louis E Eliasberg Sr., American Numismatic Rarities, 18-19th April 2005, lot 398, featured on front cover.
Ex George Gund III, Stacks of New York, 15th January 2007, lot 3628.
Ex Kroisis Collection, Stacks of New York, 14th January 2008, lot 2920.
Ex Heritage, CICF Sale, 22nd April 2010, lot 21710.
PCGS certification 34313452.

The Northumberland Shilling of George III

George III (1760-1820), silver Shilling, 1763, so-called Northumberland type. Young laureate and draped
bust right, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS. III DEI. GRATIA. Rev. crowned
cruciform shields, garter star at center, date either side of top crown, Latin legend and toothed border
surrounding, M.B.F. ET. H. REX. F.D. B.ET. L. D. S R. I. A. T ET. E. (ESC 1214; Bull 2124; S 3742; KM
597). Toned, in PCGS holder graded AU 50.
$1,250
PCGS certification 34313090. The Northumberland Shilling is so called because the Earl of Northumberland as the new
Lord Lieutenant of Dublin in 1763 distributed £100 worth of these new coins, some two thousand pieces whilst parading on the streets of Dublin in Ireland. The calendar year of 1763 represented an output of 2,629 pounds in weight of silver for coinage. The coinage of 1763 consisted of maundy denominations and shillings only, and probably means that circa 100,000 shillings plus would have been issued, which is still a very small figure as annual mintages go at this time.

The Northumberland Shilling of George III

George III (1760-1820), silver Shilling, 1763, so-called Northumberland type. Young laureate and draped
bust right, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS. III DEI. GRATIA. Rev. crowned
cruciform shields, garter star at center, date either side of top crown, Latin legend and toothed border
surrounding, M.B.F. ET. H. REX. F.D. B.ET. L. D. S R. I. A. T ET. E. weight 5.96g (ESC 1214; Bull 2124;
S 3742; KM 597). Toned, in PCGS holder graded AU 58.
$2,000
Ex: Purchased privately from Spink and Son Ltd. 1994. This coin illustrated in “Coinage and Currency in Eighteenth Century
Britain, The Provincial Coinage” by David W Dykes, page 38, number 34.
PCGS certification 34313089. The Northumberland Shilling is so called because the Earl of Northumberland as the new
Lord Lieutenant of Dublin in 1763 distributed £100 worth of these new coins, some two thousand pieces whilst parading
on the streets of Dublin in Ireland. An old ticket accompanies this piece written in the hand of one of the earlier generations of the Baldwin family (early 20th Century) mentioning the £100 worth given out, and falsely giving the impression
that £100 worth was the sum total issued, when in fact the calendar year of 1763 represented an output of 2,629 pounds
in weight of silver for coinage. The coinage of 1763 consisted of maundy denominations and shillings only, and probably means that circa 100,000 shillings plus would have been issued which is still a very small figure as annual mintage goes.

Very Rare Fine Silver Proof Shilling Struck For the
Directors of The Bank of England

George III (1760-1820), silver Proof Shilling, 1787. Struck in fine silver, laureate and cuirassed bust right,
legend surrounding with beaded outer border at raised rim both sides, GEORGIVS. III. DEI. GRATIA.
Rev. struck en medaille, cruciform shields, with semee of hearts in Hanoverian arms, crowns in angles,
garter star at center, date at bottom without stops either side, legend surrounding commences lower left,
M.B.F. ET. H. REX. F.D. B.ET. L. D. S R. I. A. T ET. E. plain edge, weight 6.43g (Bull 2132; ESC 1226; S
3746; KM 607.2). Toned, a few light marks, in PCGS holder graded PR 62.
$1,750
Ex: Purchased privately from Spink and Son Ltd. c.2005. This coin illustrated in “Coinage and Currency in Eighteenth Century
Britain, The Provincial Coinage” by David W Dykes, page 38, number 32.
PCGS certification 34313088. This issue of the Proof Shilling was struck exclusively in pure silver for the use of the
Bank of England along with pure silver Sixpences, and fine gold Guineas and Half-Guineas as of September 1787.
The order was approved by the Master of the Mint on the 19th September and Lewis Pingo went ahead and struck
168 four coin groups of which this coin would have been one of 168 shillings struck. A contemporary record (Mint
1/14 p.12)shows that 100 of the four coin sets were for the Directors of the Bank of England, 18 for higher ranking officers, 38 for Royal Mint officials and 12 for the Company of Moneyers. For further reading on the issue of 1787 Shillings and for a breakdown of some recipients of the sets of four coins see Appendix E in the article “The 1787 Shilling A Transition in Minting Technique” by H E Manville and Prof. P P Gaspar, British Numismatic Journal, 2004, volume 74.

Highly Unusual Pattern gilt copper Guinea of George III

George III (1760-1820), Restrike Pattern Guinea, 1791. Struck in gilt copper, after C H Kuchler, laureate
head right, long hair terminates in three large curls, raised border surrounding with incuse legend and
scroll pattern at bottom, GEORGIVS III DEI GRATIA, Rev. off-center inverted die axis, intaglio design,
crowned spade shaped quartered shield of arms, devices in reverse, normal date incuse below, legend
incuse surrounding, M.B.F.ET.H.REX.F.D.B.ET.L.D.S.R.I.A.T.ET.E. edge plain, weight 4.35g (Hawkins
N.C. 1851, page 121, No.45; cf.Montagu 674; Norweb 1130; cf.KM PnE63). A couple of small scrapes on
obverse and hairlines, in PCGS holder graded Proof 62, Pop 1; the only example of this type graded at
$2,500
both services and extremely rare.
PCGS certification 34313091. We note the Norweb example (Spink Auction 48, Norweb part II, 13th November 1985, lot 546)
was struck with en medaille die axis.

Unusual Heavy Weight Proof Silver Sixpence of King George III

George III (1760-1820), Proof silver Sixpence, 1787. Struck on a heavy flan, laureate and cuirassed bust
right, legend surrounding, GEORGIVS. III. DEI. GRATIA. Rev. large garter star at center, cruciform
emblematic shields, Hanoverian arms without hearts, crowns in angles, date at bottom, legend commences
lower left, M.B.F. ET. H. REX. F. D. B. ET L. D. S.R.I.A.TH ET. E. edge plain, weight 4.82g (Bull 2189 R4;
ESC 1628 R4; S. 3748; cf KM 606.1). Slight rim imperfection flaw below bust, one nick on jaw, otherwise
practically as struck, in NGC holder graded PF 64, Pop 1; the only example graded at both services for the
type. extremely rare.
$2,750
Ex: Purchased privately through A H Baldwin early 2006, with old dealer ticket giving perhaps a Spink Numismatic Circular
number of 93118 which would date it to pre-1920 period.
NGC certification 2722100-010.

British Oval Countermark on a Mexican Eight Reales

George III (1760-1820), oval countermark upon Spanish Eight Reales of King Charles IIII (1788-1808),
1792 FM. Struck in Mexico City, Mexico, small oval hallmark of George III right at center of obverse,
bust of Spanish King laureate and draped right, date below, legend and toothed border surrounding, CAROLVS.IIII. DEI. GRATIA, Rev. crowned quartered shield of arms, pillar with ribbon motto either side
PLUS ULTRA, legend surrounding.HISPAN. ET IND. REX. M. 8R.F.M. (ESC 129; Bull 1852; S 3765A;
KM 634). Some light nicks and marks both sides, countermark almost extremely fine, host coin good very
fine.
$800
These emergency countermarked coins were struck in relation to a crisis with the silver coinage at the end of the 18th Century
where the supply of silver in commerce and for the Mint had dwindled due to the Wars in France after the Revolution in 1797.
From March 1797 the Bank of England therefore released stocks of its Spanish dollars each with an oval countermark valued
at 4s and 9d for currency. They did not really alleviate the problem of smaller change and were issued on an off with the oval
countermark until a more complex larger octagonal mark replaced them from January to May 1804, as the oval pieces were being
counterfeited. Eventually the octagonal replacements were also copied widely and the ultimate solution was to have the Soho Mint
totally overstrike the Spanish Dollars with the Bank of England design.

British Oval Countermark on a Bolivian Eight Reales

George III (1760-1820), oval countermark upon Spanish Eight Reales of King Charles IIII (1788-1808),
1794 PR. Struck in Potosi, Bolivia, small oval hallmark of George III right at center of obverse, bust of
Spanish King laureate and draped right, date below, legend and toothed border surrounding, CAROLVS.
IIII. DEI. GRATIA, Rev. crowned quartered shield of arms, pillar with ribbon motto either side PLUS
ULTRA, legend surrounding.HISPAN. ET IND. REX. PTSI. 8R. P.R. (ESC 131; Bull 1855; S 3765A; KM
626). Toned, some light surface marks, in PCGS holder graded AU 50.
$1,200
PCGS certification 34313093. These emergency countermarked coins were struck in relation to a crisis with the silver coinage at the end of the 18th Century where the supply of silver in commerce and for the Mint had dwindled due to the Wars in
France after the Revolution in 1797. From March 1797 the Bank of England therefore released stocks of its Spanish dollars
each with an oval countermark valued at 4s and 9d for currency. They did not really alleviate the problem of smaller change
and were issued on an off with the oval countermark until a more complex larger octagonal mark replaced them from January to May 1804, as the oval pieces were being counterfeited. Eventually the octagonal replacements were also copied widely
and the ultimate solution was to have the Soho Mint totally overstrike the Spanish Dollars with the Bank of England design.

Extremely Rare Oval Countermark of George III
on a Santiago Mint Eight Reales

George III (1760-1820), oval countermark upon, Chile silver Eight Reales, Santiago Mint, struck under
Charles IV of Spain, 1793 DA. Countermark of cuirassed bust of George III placed centrally on neck of
cuirassed bust of Spanish King right, date below, legend .CAROLUS. IIII. DEI. GRATIA. Rev. crowned
quartered Spanish shield of arms, pillars with ribbon motto either side, incuse letter PLVS VLTRA, Latin
legend surrounding.HISPAN. ET. IND. REX. S. 8R. D.A. toothed border around rim both sides, weight
26.95g (Bull 1853 R3; ESC 134; S 3765A; KM 627). Light hairline scratch in obverse field, with one extending onto neck, rim cut at 4 o’clock, otherwise lightly toned with underlying mint brilliance, in PCGS
holder graded AU 55, Pop 1; the finest example graded at PCGS,
and extremely rare for this mint this nice.
$5,500
PCGS certification 34313094. The Latin legends translate on the host coin as “Charles the Fourth by the Grace of God” and
on the reverse as “King of Spain and the Indies” with the Santiago mint mark with an S under an o and the denomination as 8R
for Eight Reales and the D.A. for the Mint Masters Domingo Eizaguirre and Augustin de Infante y Prado whose master-ship
reigned from 1772-99. The “Plus Ultra” motto meaning “further beyond”.
These historically interesting countermarked pieces were struck in reaction to a massive shortage of small change and silver
coinage in Great Britain as continued campaigns on the continent had drained the precious metal out of the hands of the public. The temporary and hurried solution was provided by the Bank of England, with their vast stocks of Spanish Dollars from
the New World, which could be quickly countermarked with the silver hallmark from the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths
to officiate them at a value of Four Shillings and Ninepence. The vast majority of the stock host coins countermarked were
Mexico City Mint Dollars, other more common Mints being Potosi in Bolivia and Lima in Peru. The very rare mints of the
New World host coins to be so marked were Santiago in Chile as we have here and Guatemala, just as rare as the fewer Spanish
mainland pieces of Seville or Madrid. The superb condition of this countermarked piece would be good for an unmarked host
coin only of this issue never mind having the addition of the British countermark.

Rare British Octagonal Countermark on a Mexican Eight Reales

George III (1760-1820), octagonal countermark upon Spanish Eight Reales of King Charles IIII (17881808), 1797 FM. Struck in Mexico City, Mexico, octagonal framed bust of George III right at center of
obverse, bust of Spanish King laureate and draped right, date below, legend and toothed border surrounding, CAROLVS.IIII. DEI. GRATIA, Rev. crowned quartered shield of arms, pillar with ribbon motto
either side PLUS ULTRA, legend surrounding.HISPAN. ET IND. REX. M. 8R.F.M. (ESC 138; Bull 1868;
S 3766; KM.type II). Toned with a few light nicks and marks both sides, in PCGS holder
graded EF 45.
$1,250
Ex Westfalia Auction 29, 14th February 2005, lot 2987.
PCGS certification 34313095. These emergency countermarked coins were struck in relation to a crisis with the silver coinage at the end of the 18th Century where the supply of silver in commerce and for the Mint had dwindled due to the Wars in
France after the Revolution in 1797. From March 1797 the Bank of England therefore released stocks of its Spanish dollars
each with an oval countermark valued at 4s and 9d for currency. They did not really alleviate the problem of smaller change
and were issued on an off with the oval countermark until the more complex larger octagonal mark replaced them from January to May 1804, as the oval pieces were being counterfeited. Eventually the octagonal replacements were also copied widely
and the ultimate solution was to have the Soho Mint totally overstrike the Spanish Dollars with the Bank of England design.

British Oval Countermark on a Madrid Four Reales

George III (1760-1820), oval countermark upon Spanish Four Reales of King Charles IIII (1788-1808),
1791 MF. Struck in Madrid, small oval hallmark of George III right at center of obverse, bust of Spanish
King laureate and draped right, date below, legend and toothed border surrounding, CAROLVS IIII. DEI.
G., Rev. crowned quartered shield of arms, R over crowned M to left, 4 over MF to right, legend surrounding, HISPANIARUM. REX (ESC 611; Bull 1875; S 3767; cf.KM 622.1). Toned, some light surface marks,
countermark extremely fine, host coin very fine, in PCGS holder graded VF 35.
$800
PCGS certification 34313096. Enough of the undertype of the Eight Reales is apparent to see that this is an 1803 dated Mexico
City Mint piece, when such details are visible it can only enhance the interest in such a proof striking. This coin ties for the highest graded example of this pattern (as labelled as of October 2017) on the NGC Census. The Bank of England Dollar was the
successor to the emergency countermarked coins that were struck in relation to a crisis with the silver coinage at the end of the
18th h Century, where the supply of silver in commerce and for the Mint had dwindled partly due to the Wars in France after the
Revolution in 1797, but mainly because the Mint was saddled with a maximum price they were allowed to pay for silver by a law
of 1601, which 175 plus years later was not adequate for purpose. Therefore, from March 1797 the Bank of England released
stocks of its Spanish dollars and halves each with an oval countermark. They did not really alleviate the problem of smaller change
and were issued on an off with the oval countermark, until a more complex larger octagonal mark replaced them from January
to May 1804, as the oval pieces were being counterfeited. Eventually the octagonal replacements were also copied widely and
the ultimate solution was to have the Soho Mint totally overstrike the remaining stocks of Spanish Dollars with a new Bank of
England design. This piece was one of the proposed pattern designs for this overstrike of the dollar that was not ultimately adopted, and was a similar design to that just introduced on the gold Half-Guinea of 1804-13 and the later Military Guinea of 1813.

The Highest Graded Pattern Garter Dollar of George III Dated 1804

George III (1760-1820), silver Pattern Garter Dollar, 1804. Struck by the Soho Mint entirely over a Spanish Empire Eight Reales, engraved by C H Kuchler, laureate and draped bust right.:C.H.K on truncation,
Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIUS III. DEI GRATIA ., top leaf points to upright of letter D, undertype of Eight Reales visible both sides, Rev. struck en medaille, quartered shield
of arms with a crowned escutcheon of the Arms of Hanover, within crowned Order of the garter, with
French motto HONI SOIT QUI MAL Y PENSE., date either side of crown, DOLLAR below garter, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, BRITANNIARUM REX FIDEI DEFENSOR, edge
showing decoration from the Eight Reales (ESC 182 dies I/3; Bull 1963; L&S 31; KM Pn66). Attractively
toned, practically as struck, very rare, in NGC holder graded PF 65, Pop 2; tied for the finest examples
$10,000
graded at both services.
NGC certification 2724337-001 -their label shows die variety incorrectly as J/3. Enough of the undertype of the Eight Reales is apparent to see that this is an 1803 dated Mexico City Mint piece, when such details are visible it can only enhance the interest in such
a proof striking. This coin ties for the highest graded example of this pattern (as labelled as of October 2017) on the NGC Census.
The Bank of England Dollar was the successor to the emergency countermarked coins that were struck in relation to a crisis with the
silver coinage at the end of the 18th Century, where the supply of silver in commerce and for the Mint had dwindled partly due to
the Wars in France after the Revolution in 1797, but mainly because the Mint was saddled with a maximum price they were allowed
to pay for silver by a law of 1601, which 175 plus years later was not adequate for purpose. Therefore, from March 1797 the Bank
of England released stocks of its Spanish dollars and halves each with an oval countermark. They did not really alleviate the problem of smaller change and were issued on an off with the oval countermark, until a more complex larger octagonal mark replaced
them from January to May 1804, as the oval pieces were being counterfeited. Eventually the octagonal replacements were also copied widely and the ultimate solution was to have the Soho Mint totally overstrike the remaining stocks of Spanish Dollars with a new
Bank of England design. This piece was one of the proposed pattern designs for this overstrike of the dollar that was not ultimately
adopted, and was a similar design to that just introduced on the gold Half-Guinea of 1804-13 and the later Military Guinea of 1813.

Extremely Rare Gold Proof Half Sovereign of King George III Dated 1817

George III (1760-1820), Proof gold Half-Sovereign, 1817. Engraved by Benedetto Pistrucci, laureate
head right, date below, legend GEORGIVS III DEI GRATIA raised rim both sides, Rev. inverted die
axis, crowned shield of arms, dot below, REX FID: DEF: BRITANNIARUM, edge milled (WR 204 R4; S
3786; cf.Fr .372; cf KM 673). Some light hairlines, brilliant with pleasant light tone, practically as struck, in
PCGS holder graded PR 65 Deep Cameo, Pop 1; was in NGC PF-65 Ultra Cameo holder. The only finest
examples graded at both services, very rare.
$13,500
Ex Dr Robert Hesselgesser Collection, Goldberg Auction 36, Los Angeles, USA, 28th May 2006, lot 1226, when previously
slabbed and graded by NGC as PF65 ULTRA CAMEO.
PCGS certification 34312700.

Extremely Rare Silver Pattern Halfcrown
With Heavier Garnishing on Reverse

George III (1760-1820), Pattern silver Halfcrown, 1817. Small laureate head right, top right leaf points to
upright of E, date below, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIUS III DEI GRATIA,
Rev. struck en medaille, crowned escutcheon of the Arms of Hanover at center of crowned quartered
shield of arms with garnished frame, WWP incuse on left garnish for Mint Master William Wellesley Pole,
W incuse on right garnish for engraver Thomas Wyon Jnr., buckled garter motto surrounding in French,
HONI. SOIT. Q MAL. Y. PENSE. Latin legend and toothed border surrounding commences bottom left,
BRITANNIARUM REX FID: DEF: edge milled, weight 14.12g (Bull 2108 R4; ESC 627 R4; Davies 65;
cf KM 672). Attractively toned, a few tiny spots, practically as struck, extremely rare, in NGC holder graded
PF 63, Pop 1; the only example graded at both services.
$6,750
Ex Harrington E Manville, collection of patterns and proofs, purchased by Spink and Son Ltd 1984.
Ex Herman Selig Collection, part II, Coins of George III, Spink Coin Auction 131, 2nd March 1999, lot 1214.
Ex Nihon Coin Auction, Tokyo, Japan, March 2009, lot 2047.
NGC certification 2722100-009.

The Hardest Date to Find in the Laureate
Head Series of George IV Sovereigns

George IV (1820-30), gold Sovereign, 1823. First laureate head left, B.P. for Benedetto Pistrucci below
neck, legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIUS IIII D: G: BRITANNIAR: REX F:D: Rev. St
George and dragon right, date in exergue, B.P. to upper right of exergue for designer and engraver Benedetto Pistrucci, raised WWP on ground line below lance for Master of the Mint William Wellesley Pole,
edge milled, weight 7.98g (Bentley 14; Marsh 7 R3; S 3800; Fr 376a; KM 682). Light surface marks across
surfaces both sides including a few tiny nicks, otherwise lightly toned, in PCGS holder graded AU 55 and
very rare.
$9,500
PCGS certification 34312699. Calendar year mintage 616,770.

Very Rare Laureate Head Sovereign of George IV Dated 1825

George IV (1820-30), gold Sovereign, 1825. First laureate head left, B.P. for Benedetto Pistrucci below
neck, legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIUS IIII D: G: BRITANNIAR: REX F:D: Rev.
St George and dragon right, date in exergue, B.P. to upper right of exergue for designer and engraver
Benedetto Pistrucci, raised WWP on ground line below lance for Master of the Mint William Wellesley
Pole, edge milled, weight 7.98g (Bentley 952; Marsh 9 R3; S 3800; Fr 376a; KM 682). Lightly toned with
underlying mint brilliance, in PCGS holder graded MS 62 and very rare.
$11,000
Ex Heritage Auction, Long Beach, 2nd June 2006, lot 13169 when graded and slabbed by PCGS as MS62.
PCGS certification 34312698. Calendar year mintage 4,200,343.

Very Rare and Desirable Silver Proof Halfcrown
of George IV Dated 1823

George IV (1820-30), silver Proof Halfcrown, 1823. First laureate head left, B.P. below for engraver Benedetto Pistrucci, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIUS IIII D:G: BRITANNIAR:
REX F: D: Rev. inverted die axis, second crowned quartered shield of arms, with a crowned escutcheon of
the Arms of Hanover, within Order of St George and buckled Garter with French motto, HONI. SOIT.
Q MAL. Y. PENSE. Date to lower right with ANNO to left, edge milled, weight 14.11g (Bull 2366 R3;
ESC 635 R3; Davies 181; S 3808; KM 688). Attractively toned, practically as struck, extremely rare, in NGC
holder graded PF 65, Pop 1; tied with another PCGS PR-65 piece as the finest examples graded at both
services.
$7,500
Ex Nihon Coin Auction, Tokyo, Japan, March 2009, lot 2058.
NGC certification 2722100-008. This
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Unique Silver Pattern Halfcrown of George IV Dated 1824

George IV (1820-30), silver Pattern Halfcrown, 1824. Bare head facing left, date below in small figures,
small letter Latin legend and toothed border surrounding. GEORGIUS IV DEI GRATIA ., Rev. inverted
die axis, crowned and crested helmet over quartered shield of arms, heavily garnished, with a crowned
escutcheon of the Arms of Hanover, French language motto on banner below DIEU ET MON DROIT,
small letter Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, BRITANNIARUM REX FID: DEF: edge
obliquely grained, weight 14.17g (Bull 2391 R7; ESC -; Davies 195; cf KM695). Attractively toned, practically as struck, and the only known example, of the highest rarity, in NGC holder graded PF 63. We feel
$30,000
this coin is a little undergraded.
Ex Glendining, 4th October 1962, lot 173. Subsequently sold privately through Spink and Son in 1977 and 1997.
Ex Colin Adams, Collection of Halfcrowns, 1st December 2005, lot 625.
NGC certification 2722101-002.

Very Rare Pattern Shilling of George IV with Small Lion

George IV (1820-30), silver Pattern Shilling, 1825. Second bare head left, date below, legend and toothed
border surrounding, GEORGIUS IV DEI GRATIA, Rev. inverted die axis, small crowned lion standing
left on large crown over emblems, legend commences lower left, BRITANNIARUM REX FID: DEF:
edge milled, weight 5.64g (Bull 2417 R5 plate coin; Davies 241; ESC 1264 R5; cf KM 694). Darker tone, a
little patchy in places, otherwise practically as struck, extremely rare, in NGC holder graded PF 62. $5,500
Ex Baldwin Auction 44, 2nd May 2006, lot 979.
NGC certification 2722100-006. These “small lion” patterns carry the same obverse as the currency shilling but the reverse not only differs in the sizing of the lion but also in the large crown below it, and
the wording of the legend which has more abbreviated Latin than that adopted for the currency piece.

Attractive and Desirable Proof Silver Crown of 1826

George IV (1820-30), silver Proof Crown, 1826. Bare head left, date below, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIUS IV DEI GRATIA, Rev. inverted die axis, crowned and crested helmet over
quartered shield of arms, with a crowned escutcheon of the Arms of Hanover, French language motto
on banner below DIEU ET MON DROIT, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, BRITANNIARUM REX FID: DEF: edge inscribed in raised letters, DECUS ET TUTAMEN* ANNO REGNI
SEPTIMO (L&S 27; Bull 2336; ESC 257; Davies 151; S 3806; KM 699). Attractively toned, with only a
few tiny flecks and spots and the lightest of hairlining, practically as struck, in NGC holder
graded PF 63.
$20,000
NGC certification 2724326-003.

George IV (1820-30), Proof silver Halfcrown, 1826. Bare head left, date below, legend and toothed border
surrounding, GEORGIVS IV DEI GRATIA, Rev. crowned helm with garnish over quartered shield of
arms, incorporating the Arms of Hanover as an escutcheon, garter motto on banner below, DIEU ET
MON DROIT, legend surrounding, BRITANNIARUM REX FID: DEF: weight 14.23g (Bull 2376; Davies 192; ESC 647; S 3808; KM 695). Attractively toned, just a few very light hairlines, practically as struck,
$4,000
in NGC holder graded PF 63.
NGC certification 2722138-002.

George IV (1820-30), silver Proof Shilling, 1826. Second bare head left, date below, legend and toothed
border surrounding, GEORGIUS IV DEI GRATIA, Rev. inverted die axis, crowned lion standing left on
large crown over emblems, legend commences lower left, BRITANNIARUM REX FIDEI DEFENSOR,
edge milled (Bull 2411; Davies 232; ESC 1258; KM 694). Darker tone, a little patchy in places, otherwise
practically as struck, has been graded and slabbed by Coin Grading Service UK as UNC88.
$1,350
CGS UK certification 13538-SH.G4.1826.03 London Coin Grading Service as it is now termed, claim that grade 88
in their 100 point system is a traditional “Brilliant UNC to near FDC” and equates to an American Sheldon scale of
65-66. This estimation is only one point out from when this coin was formerly physically graded by NGC as PF64.

George IV (1820-30), silver Proof Sixpence, 1826. Second bare head left, date below, legend and toothed
border surrounding, GEORGIUS IV DEI GRATIA, Rev. inverted die axis, crowned lion standing left on
large crown over emblems, legend commences lower left, BRITANNIARUM REX FIDEI DEFENSOR,
edge milled (Bull 2433; Davies 271 dies 2+A; ESC 1662; KM 698). Darker tone, a little patchy in places,
otherwise practically as struck, has been graded and slabbed by Coin Grading Service
UK as UNC90.
$1,150
CGS UK certification 9094-SP.G4.1826.06. London Coin Grading Service as it is now termed, claim that grade
90 in their 100 point system is a traditional “near FDC” and equates to an American Sheldon scale of 66.

George IV (1820-30), Proof bronzed copper Halfpenny, 1826. Laureate head left, date below, Latin legend
and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIUS IV DEI GRATIA Rev. struck en medaille, Britannia seated
right with trident and shield, raised line on arms of saltire cross, emblems in exergue, Latin legend and
toothed border surrounding, BRITANNIAR: REX FID: DEF: (Peck 1437 reverse B; S 3824; KM 692a).
Toned practically as struck, dark spot in rear of hair, has been graded and slabbed by Coin Grading Service
UK as UNC85.
$800
CGS UK certification 21069-HD.G4.1826.05 London Coin Grading Service as it is now termed, claim that grade 85
in their 100 point system is a traditional “choice UNC-Brilliant UNC” and equates to an American Sheldon scale of
65. This estimation is only one point out from when this coin was formerly physically graded by ANACS as PF64.

George IV (1820-30), Proof bronzed copper Farthing, 1826. Laureate head left, date below, Latin legend
and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIUS IV DEI GRATIA Rev. struck en medaille, Britannia seated
right with trident and shield, emblems in exergue, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, BRITANNIAR: REX FID: DEF: (Peck 1440; S 3825; KM 697a). Toned practically as struck, has been graded
and slabbed by Coin Grading Service UK as UNC82.
$800
CGS UK certification 26094-FA.G4.1826.04 London Coin Grading Service as it is now termed, claim that grade
82 in their 100 point system is a traditional “choice UNC” and equates to an American Sheldon scale of 64-65.
This estimation is a couple of points out from when this coin was formerly physically graded by PCGS as PF62.

Highly Desirable Proof Silver Crown of King William IV

William IV (1830-37), Proof silver Crown, 1831. Struck with the later obverse used for the 1834 Proof
Crown defined by the raised die flaw on the raised rim at 11 o’clock, engraved by William Wyon, bare head
right, W.W. incuse on truncation, legend GULIELMUS IIII D: G: BRITANNIAR: REX F: D: toothed
border around rim both sides, Rev. inverted die axis, quartered shield of arms with a crowned escutcheon
of the Arms of Hanover, within Order of the Garter upon crowned robed mantle, date below ANNO
1831, edge plain (Bull 2465/2462; Davies 303/300; L&S 6/1; ESC 275/271 R2; S 3833; KM 715). Attractively toned, some hairline marks on the neck and cheek of the frosted bust, otherwise good extremely
fine, practically as struck, and the only example of an 1831 Crown we have offered for sale utilizing the
$30,000
obverse die of 1834, therefore extremely rare, in NGC holder graded PF 63.
Ex Spink Numismatic Circular, April 1987, item 2308.
Ex A H Baldwin Auction 30, 8th May 2002, lot 467.
NGC certification 2722096-001. This coin was offered as a regular 1831 Proof Crown on both these previous occasions, the obverse die with the flaw indicates that some 1831 dated Crowns were probably struck later c.1834 perhaps to accompany examples of the 1834 dated Proofs for a special order. The Latin legends translates on obverse
as “William IV by the Grace of God, King of the Britons, Defender of the Faith,” and on the reverse “In the year 1831.”

Very Rare W. WYON. Pattern Crown of King William IV

William IV (1830-37), Proof silver Crown, 1831. Engraved by William Wyon, bare head right, W.WYON.
raised on truncation, legend GULIELMUS IIII D: G: BRITANNIAR: REX F: D: toothed border around
rim both sides, Rev. inverted die axis, quartered shield of arms with a crowned escutcheon of the Arms of
Hanover, within Order of the Garter upon crowned robed mantle, date below ANNO 1831, edge plain,
weight 27.84g (Bull 2460; Davies 301; L&S 3; ESC 273 R4; S 3833; cf KM 715). Attractively toned, some
hairline marks with nick at rear of neck, and practically as struck, and extremely rare, in NGC holder graded
PF 63, Pop 1; only 3 graded higher at NGC, 1 in PF-64, 1 in PF-64 Cameo, 1 in PF-65. None graded at
PCGS for the variety.
$40,000
Ex The Willis Collection, part II, Glendining, 7th October 1991, lot 559.
Ex Spink Coin Auction, 27th September 2007, lot 675.
Ex St James Auction 7, 8th February 2008, lot 442.
NGC certification 2724321-002. These pattern crowns with the designer name in full raised on the truncation were perhaps considered too bold a design at the time as the more regular plain edge proof crown of this date that appears in the proof sets merely has
the designer initials W.W. incuse on the truncation. The full rendering of the Wyon name is much rarer than the more regular coin.

Very Rare Proof Gold Half Sovereign of Queen Victoria Dated 1853

Victoria (1837-1901), Proof gold Half-Sovereign, 1853. First young head left, small date below, legend
VICTORIA DEI GRATIA, raised rim both sides, Rev. inverted die axis, crowned quartered shield of
arms in frame, legend commences at lower left, BRITANNIARUM REGINA FID: DEF: edge milled
(WR 346 R2; S 3859; Fr 389c; KM 735.1). Attractively toned with some red coloration showing, streak
in tone on obverse with some light hairlines, otherwise practically as struck and very rare, in NGC holder
graded PF 61 Ultra Cameo.
$13,500
Ex Baldwin Auction 43, 11th October 2005, lot 2330.
NGC certification 2722125-001.

Victoria (1837-1901), silver Crown, 1845. Young filleted head left, date below, legend and toothed surrounding, VICTORIA DEI GRATIA, Rev. crowned quartered shield of arms within wreath, emblems
below, BRITANNIARUM REGINA FID: DEF: edge inscribed with incuse lettering and cinquefoil stops,
DECUS ET TUTAMEN* ANNO REGNI VIII* (Bull 2562; Davies 433; ESC 281; S 3882; KM 741).
With a few light nicks and surface marks, short curved scratch behind ear, otherwise toned, in PCGS holder graded AU 55, Pop 1; the finest example graded at PCGS. Only 2 examples graded higher at NGC, 1 in
AU-58, 1 in MS-61.
$2,500
Ex Spink Coin Auction, 28th September 2005, lot 1490.
PCGS certification 34312697.

Victoria (1837-1901), Proof silver Crown, 1893 LVI. Old veiled head left, legend and toothed border
around rim, VICTORIA. DEI. GRA. BRITT. REGINA. FID. DEF. IND. IMP. Rev. St George slaying
dragon (Bull 2594; L&S 109; ESC 304; S 3937; KM 783). Toned with some light hairlines otherwise practically as struck and scarce, in NGC holder graded PF 63.
$2,750
NGC certification 2722100-005.

Victoria (1837-1901), silver Proof Halfcrown, 1887. Crowned and veiled Jubilee type bust left, angled J
type J.E.B. on truncation for engraver Joseph Edgar Boehm, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding
both sides, VICTORIA DEI GRATIA, Rev. crowned quartered shield of arms, within Order of the Garter, French garter motto HONI. SOIT. QUI MAL. Y. PENSE. date either side of St George and dragon at
bottom, BRITANNIARUM REGINA FID: DEF: (Bull 2772; ESC 720; S 3924; KM 764). Darkish tone,
surface marks and hairlines mainly in fields, in NGC holder graded PF 62 Cameo.
$500
NGC Certification 4328428-003.Struck for the fiftieth anniversary, Golden Jubilee of the reign.

Victoria (1837-1901), silver Florin, 1849, “Godless” type. Crowned Gothic type bust left, WW in field
behind clear of linear circle, for engraver William Wyon, Latin legend with linear and beaded border
surrounding both sides, date in legend, VICTORIA REGINA 1849, Rev. crowned cruciform shields,
emblems in alternate angles, rose at center, denomination legend, +ONE FLORIN+ in upper half, ONE
TENTH OF A POUND in lower half, weight 11.30g (Bull 2815; Davies 681; ESC 802; S 3890; KM 745).
Attractively toned, in PCGS holder graded MS 65.
$550
Ex: Bonhams, London, 29-30th April 2004.
The Latin legend translates merely as “Victoria, Queen,” and was seen as almost on the point of blasphemy to the Victorian mind as the traditional “Dei Gratia” for by the grace of God was not included. Public opinion won the day making this coin a one year only type with a new Gothic Florin issued from 1851 onwards.

Victoria (1837-1901), silver Florin, 1855. Crowned Gothic type bust left, WW below for engraver William Wyon, Latin legend with linear and beaded border surrounding both sides, date in legend in Roman
numerals, “Victoria dei gratia britanniar. Reg: f: d. mdccclv,” Rev. crowned cruciform shields, emblems in
alternate angles, quatrefoil at center, denomination legend, “+One florin+” in upper half, “one tenth of
a pound” in lower half, weight 11.32g (Bull 2831; Davies 727; ESC 812; S 3891; KM 746.1). Attractively
toned, some light spotting, in PCGS holder graded MS 64, Pop 1; only 1 graded finer in MS-66 at PCGS.
$675
Ex Mark Rasmussen Numismatist, July 2004.
PCGS certification 34312695

Extremely Rare Spink Pattern Sixpence 1887

Victoria (1837-1901), Pattern white metal Sixpence, 1887. By Spink and Son, crowned and veiled bust left,
plain truncation, linear circle and English legend with toothed border surrounding, commencing at bottom, VICTORIA. BY. THE. GRACE. OF. GOD. QUEEN. OF. GREAT. BRITAIN. EMP: OF. INDIA+
Rev. inverted die axis, quartered arms encircled with garter motto, HONI. SOIT. QUI. MAL. Y. PENSE.
some letters hidden by design, helm above, crowned lion supporter to left, unicorn to right, denomination SIX PENCE above, date in Roman numerals below, entwined thistle rose and shamrock at bottom,
SPINK to left, & SON to right, edge plain, weight 0.75g (Bull 3307; ESC 1781 R4; KM -). Some light
corrosion in places both sides, in PCGS holder graded PR 62, Pop 1; the only example graded at PCGS.
Only 1 example graded higher in PF-64 at NGC and very rare as no more than 20
were struck.
$1,500
PCGS certification 34312694.

High Grade Proof Silver Britannia Groat of 1839

Victoria (1837-1901), Proof silver Groat, 1839. Young filleted head left, legend and toothed border surrounding, VICTORIA D: G: BRITANNIAR: REGINA F: D: Rev. inverted die axis, Britannia seated right
with trident and shield, denomination in words surrounding, date in exergue, edge plain (Bull 3325; Davies
1203; ESC 1933A; S 3913; KM 731.2). Attractively toned, practically as struck, in NGC holder
graded PF 64.
$800
NGC certification 2703379-004.

George V (1910-36).925 silver Proof Crown, 1935. Silver Jubilee Issue, bare head left with raised BM for
Bertram Mackennal on truncation, legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS V. DG. BRITT:
OMN: REX. FD. IND: IMP: Rev. stylized St George and dragon left, raised PM initials to lower right for
engraver Percy Metcalfe, denomination and date above, edge inscribed in raised letters, DECUS ET TUTAMEN. ANNO REGNI XXV. (Bull 3655; ESC 378; L&S 46; S 4050; KM 842). Brilliant, lightly hairlined,
practically as struck, rare, in PCGS holder graded PF 63 Cameo.
$1,150
PCGS certification 389196.63/82494009.

Very Rare Jubilee Crown of King George V
With Error Edge Reading

George V (1910-36).925 silver Proof Crown, 1935. Silver Jubilee Issue with error edge inscription, bare
head left with raised BM for Bertram Mackennal on truncation, legend and toothed border surrounding,
GEORGIVS V. DG. BRITT: OMN: REX. FD. IND: IMP: Rev. stylized St George and dragon left, raised
PM initials to lower right for engraver Percy Metcalfe, denomination and date above, edge inscribed in
raised letters in the wrong order, DECUS ANNO REGNI ET TUTAMEN. XXV. (Bull 3657; ESC 380
R5; L&S. 48; S 4050; KM 842). Toned, a few light points of contact to highest points only, otherwise practically as struck, in PCGS holder graded PR 63 Cameo and very rare.
$4,000
PCGS certification 34312693. The Latin legend translates as “George the Fifth, by the grace of God, King of all the Britons,
Defender of the Faith, Emperor of India.” On the edge the inscription translates as “An ornament and a safeguard, in the 25th
year of the reign,” when taken in the correct order.

Unusual Emblematic Pattern Twelve Groats Featuring George V

George V (1910-36), Pattern silver Twelve Groats, 1914. Struck for Reginald Huth by John Pinches Ltd,
draped bust left, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS. V. DEI. GRATIA, Rev.
crowned cruciform emblematic shields, triune at center of garter star, emblems in angles, date either side
of top crown, denomination TWELVE GROATS in bottom half.BRI.REX. in upper half, edge incuse
SILVER otherwise plain, weight 22.82g (Bull 3705; ESC 403; L&S 26). Tiny rim nick, in PCGS holder
graded PR 63, Pop 1; the only example graded at PCGS. Only 2 examples graded higher in PF-64 at NGC.
and extremely rare, possibly the only one with SILVER inscribed on edge.
$2,000
Ex Alan Barr Collection, part one, Mark Rasmussen Numismatist, list 6, item 128.
PCGS certification 34312692.

Unique Matte Proof 1937 Threepence of King Edward VIII

Edward VIII (Jan-Dec 1936), half-silver matte Proof Threepence, 1937. Bare head left, HP below for
designer T Humphrey Paget, Latin legend and toothed border surrounding, EDWARDVS VIII D: G:
BR: OMN: REX, Rev. struck en medaille, three interlinked rings of St Edmund, lower legend THREEPENCE, upper legend :FID: DEF: : IND: IMP: 1937, edge plain (Giordano P5b; cf Bull 4015 R7; ESC -;
S.p.512 note; cf KM.Pn125). Toned with some light flecks and spots, practically as struck, the only known
example with a matt finish, in NGC holder graded PF 61, of the highest rarity thus.
$55,000
Ex Dr Alfred Globus, Stacks, New York Coin Convention Auction, 1st December 1999, lot 1003.
Ex Portraits of a Prince, collection of Joseph S Giordano, Spink Auction 206, 21st October 2010, lot 186.
NGC certification 696286-002. The matte proof coins of this period are of the highest rarity as they were only produced for photographic purposes for internal use within the Mint to go toward promoting the eventual coins to
the press when released. As Edward VIII’s coinage was never issued it seems only a few individual matte proofs of the
smaller denominations, had been produced by the time of the abdication. This coin is therefore unique at the current time and was last sold publicly at auction in Stacks of New York in the late 1990s. For further reading of how
the proposed coinage progressed from start till the King’s abdication please see “The Proposed Coinage of Edward VIII” by G P Dyer, published by HMSO 1973. Maurice Bull did not list the matte proof for the silver threepence.

High Grade Gold Two Pounds For the Coronation in 1937

George VI (1936-52), gold Proof Two Pounds, 1937. Bare head facing left, tiny HP below for designer
Humphrey Paget, legend and toothed border surrounding, GEORGIVS VI D: G: BR: OMN: REX: F: D:
IND: IMP. Rev. St George slaying the dragon right, date in exergue, tiny BP initials to upper right for designer Benedetto Pistrucci, edge plain (Schneider 671; WR 437; S 4075; Fr 410; KM 860)., in NGC holder
graded PF 66 Cameo, Pop 12; only 3 graded higher at PCGS, 1 in PR-66+ Cameo, 2 in PR-67
Cameo.
$4,500
PCGS certification 388524.66/82205345. These plain edge Proof gold Double Sovereigns were produced to celebrate the Coronation of King George VI on the 12th May 1937 as part of gold Proof sets, with a mintage of 5,501 pieces, they were
technically patterns as they did not have a milled edge. Looking at the population reports of PCGS and NGC we can see
that between them they have certified 399 examples of the George VI gold Proof Two Pounds as end of February 2017.
The Proof 66 Cameo grading means this coin falls into the top 50 graded pieces across both grading services. This is
whilst noting each service has only graded one piece at the higher grade of 67 within this top 50 total with nothing higher.

Coronation Gold Proof Set of King George VI

George VI (1936-52), Proof four coin gold Set, 1937, Coronation year, gold Five Pounds, Two Pounds,
Sovereign and Half-Sovereign. All with plain edges, with original Royal Mint case with gold block crest
and lettering (S.PS15). A few tiny marks and hairlines, toned practically as struck, in NGC holders graded
£5=PF62Cameo, £2=PF64, Sovereign=PF65, Half-Sovereign=PF64.
$19,000
NGC Certification: £5=2703374-002, £2=2703374-003, £1=2703374-006, £1/2=2703374-007. These plain edge Proof coins
were produced to celebrate the Coronation of King George VI on the 12th May 1937, with a mintage of 5,501 pieces, they were
technically patterns as they did not have milled edges.

Trade Coinage, George V (1910-36), silver Proof Trade Dollar, 1930. For use in East Asia, Britannia
standing, date below, Rev. value in Malay and Chinese within Oriental design (cf KM T5). in NGC holder
graded PF 63, Pop 1; the only example graded at both services, brilliant and excessively rare.
$30,000
NGC Certification 3589923-001.

GREECE

George I (1863-1913), copper-nickel 20-Lepta, 1894-A, Paris. Crown, date below, Rev. value within wreath
(KM 57). Superb mint state, in PCGS holder graded MS 65, Pop 4; only 1 graded higher in MS-66 at
PCGS. The finest graded pieces at NGC are 2 MS-65 examples.
$300
PCGS certification 28518366.

GUADELOUPE

British Administration, silver 9-Livres (Authority of May 1811). Crenated square hole on Peru, Charles IV
8-Reales 1805-JP, Lima mint, both sides countermarked with a raised crowned G, 23.72g (Prid 2; KM 35,
in PCGS holder graded VF 20, Pop 1; the only example graded at both services.
$1,600
PCGS certification 34312691.

GUATEMALA

Charles III (1759-1788). silver 8-Reales, 1768. Assayer P, Guatemala City mint. Crowned arms, Rev.
crowned globe divding pillars. (Eliz 20; KM 27.1). Well struck with deep tone, reflective fields and under$4,500
lying original mint luster, in NGC holder graded MS 62. Rare in this top grade.
Ex Richard Stuart Collection.
NGC ceritification 4427822-006.

HONG KONG

Victoria, silver One Dollar, 1867. 26.89g (KM 10). Russet toning, good very fine, in NGC holder graded
XF 45.
$1,200
NGC certification 2703352-001.

INDIA

Gupta Empire, Chandragupta II (380-414). gold Dinar (7.74 g). Horseman type, legend around nimbate
king riding right, on caparisoned horse. Rev. goddess seated left on wicker stool holding flower, symbol
above. (BMC 121 ff). Very Fine.
$500

1173

1174

Gupta Empire, Chandragupta II (380-414). gold Dinar (7.67 g). Chatra type, king making offering at
altar, a dwarf attendant behind him holding parasol. Rev. The goddess Lakshmi, nimbate, standing left.
$500
(cf BMC pl VII, 1). Well centered. Choice Very Fine.
Gupta Empire, Chandragupta II (380-414). gold Dinar (7.91 g). Archer type, class II, CHANDRA below
arm of king standing left, holding bow and arrow, garuda standard in field. Rev. Sri Vikramah, goddess
seated on lotus facing holding long-stemmed lotus and fillet. (BMC 77 and cf pl VII, 1-2).
Choice Very Fine.
$400

Gupta Empire, Puragupta, c. (480-485). gold Dinar (9.32 g). Archer type, king standing left, long sash at
waist, holding bow with left hand, no lettering below arm, and arrow with right, Garuda standard in field
left. Rev. Goddess seated facing on lotus, holding flower and riband, Sri Vikramah. (BMC Pl XXI, 24-26).
$1,500
Rare. Extremely Fine.

Kushano-Sasanian. Hormizd I. gold Dinar (7.87 g), ca. (265-295 AD). Balkh. Hormizd I standing left,
sacrificing at altar and holding trident; to left, trident standard above altar; pellet to right of altar; between
legs, pellet above swastika; triple pellets below left arm; to right, tamgha. Reverse: Siva standing facing,
holding diadem and trident; behind, the bull Nandi standing left. MK 747/2; ANS Kushan 2212. Superb
$750
Extremely Fine / Double-struck Very Fine.

Mughal Empire, Muhammad Shah (AH 1131-1161 / 1719-1748 AD). gold Mohur, Dar al-Khilafa Shajahanabad, AH1135. RY 2 [sic], 10.80g (KM 439.4). Without test marks. in PCGS holder graded MS 63, Pop
$500
1; the finest example graded at PCGS.
PCGS certification 34312690.

Madras Presidency, gold Pagoda (1740-1807). Three deities. Rev. Granulated surface, 3.42g (KM 304).
Nearly extremely fine.
$175

1179

1180

Madras Presidency, gold Pagoda (1740-1807). Three deities. Rev. Granulated surface, 3.38g (KM 304).
$175
Nearly extremely fine.
Madras Presidency, gold Pagoda (1740-1807). Three deities. Rev. Granulated surface, 3.46g (KM 304).
Nearly extremely fine.
$175

Victoria, gold Mohur, 1862C. Single flower, no V, reverse type II, 11.64g (SW 4.3). Very minor edge bruise
at 11 o’clock, in PCGS holder graded MS 61.
$2,400
PCGS certification 34312688.

Faridkot, LL Raja Sir Harindar Singh Brar Bans Bahadur. gold Nazarana 2/3-Mohur, 1932. Bust half left.
Rev. Arms, FARIDKOT STATE above and date below, 8.09g (KM -; cf David Fore Collection, Baldwin’s
Auction 84, lot 1363 for another example). Rare. Extremely Fine.
$2,000

Yadavas of Devagiri. Ramachandra. Gold Padmatanka (3.80 g), 1270-1311. Central lotus blossom; around,
two sri, a conch, and sri rama in Devanagari. Reverse: Blank, as made. (Chattopadhyaya 360; Mitchiner 289).
Choice Very Fine.
$400
IRAN

Nasir al-Din Shah (AH1264-1313/1848-1896 AD), silver 5000-Dinars AH1293, Teheran. Struck for the
100th anniversary of the Qajar Regime, lion and sun within wreath, Rev. legend, value and date within
wreath, 22.75g (KM A914). Once polished, starting to tone again, good extremely fine and rare. $2,000
This 5000-Dinars anniversary piece is presented in an original leather case by D & J Welby Ltd, Garrick St, London, the case
was made for two similar size coins, showing one obverse and one reverse.

Nasir al-Din Shah (AH1264-1313/1848-1896 AD), gold Medallic 5-Tomans or reward for bravery, AH
1300. 14.34g (Friedberg 53; KM -). Ring mount removed, in PCGS holder graded AU
Details (Rim Damage).
$650
PCGS certification 34312687.

Nasir al-Din Shah (AH1264-1314/1848-1896 AD). silver Toman (10 Kran), AH1301 (1884). Draped bust
of Shan, three-quarters frontal, wearing large medal and high-peaked hat with aigrette; laureate border
around, Rev. four lines of script, plus date, within inner circle; flanking laurel and oak sprays, crown above,
royal lion below. (Dav 286; KM 917), in NGC holder graded AU 58. Sharply struck with reflective lustrous
mirror surfaces. Rare.
$3,000
NGC certification 1526339-001.

Nasir al-Din Shah (AH1264-1314/1848-1896 AD). silver Toman (10 Kran), AH1313 (1895). For the 50th
anniversary of reign. Facing uniformed bust in leaf border, Rev. inscription within crowned wreath. (KM
919), in NGC holder graded XF 45.
$1,500
NGC certification 3153234-001.

Sultan Ahmad Shah (AH1327-1344/1909-1925 AD), gold Medallic 5-Tomans or reward for valor, AH
1337. 18.35g (cf KM Pn44; cf Friedberg 87), in PCGS holder graded
AU Details (Repaired). scarce.
$2,500
PCGS certification 34312686.

Reza Khan Pahlevi (1925-1941), gold 5 Pahlevi, SH1306 (1927). Uniformed bust right with plumed hat
above sprays, Rev. legend. (Fr 92; KM 1116), in NGC holder graded MS 62. Rare.
$3,250
NGC certification 3502639-004.

Mohammad Reza Pahlevi (1941-1979), gold Medal, undated. 15.70g, stamped 999.9, 34mm. Commemorates King and Queen’s visit to Germany. Conjoined busts left, rev, legend. Uncirculated with brilliant
mint luster. Rare.
$1,250
IRAQ

Republic, Proof gold 5-Dinars, 1971. 50th anniversary of the Iraqi army, 13.59g (KM 134), in PCGS holder graded PR 67 Deep Cameo.
$650
PCGS certification 34312685.

ITALY

Italian States: Arezzo. Republic (1230-1250). silver Grosso of 12 Denars, undated. 1.61g. Cross. Rev.
blessing of holy figure. (CNI 1/8; Mir 2). Extremely fine, lovely old cabinet toning.
$700

Italian States: Bergamo. silver Grosso of 6 Denari, undated (1260-1265), with title Federico II. 2.07g.
Church with four towers, cross above, PGA-MVM at sides. Rev. bust of Federico II right. (Biaggi 351
(R2); CNB 10, RR). Well struck and well centered extremely fine with lovely old cabinet toning with hints
of iridescence. The finest example we have seen.
$4,000

Italian States: Cisalpine Republic. silver Scudo of 6 Lire, Anno VIII (1800). Seated and standing figures
representing France and the Cisalpine. Rev. Value and date within wreath (Dav-199; Cr-2), in NGC holder
MS 67. Beautiful deep, multi-hued blue and gold iridescent toning, combined with a magnificent strike.
$6,000
Splendid eye appeal, a charming, rare and historic coin, one of the finest known.
Ex Goldberg ‘Millennia’ sale (May 26, 2008), lot 714.
NGC certification 3900953-009.

Italian States: Florence. Cosimo II (1609-1621), gold Doppia, undated. Crowned arms, Rev. cross. Variety
with small lettering, 6.6g (Fr 312; Gal II,1; Mir 253). Nearly very fine, minor weakness in legend and
natural flan flaws.
$900

Italian States: Genoa Republic, silver 4-Lire, 1795. St John the Baptist, Rev. crowned arms with supporters, denomination below (Mont 45; KM 248), in PCGS holder graded AU 58, with underlying lustre and
$800
attractive cabinet tone, rare this nice.
PCGS certification 34312683.

Italian States: Naples. Alfonso II (1494-95), gold Ducat, undated. Crowned armoured bust right, rosette
on shoulder strap, T behind, Rev. quartered coat of arms of Naples and Aragon, 3.48g (Pannuti-Riccio 2a
var.; Ciani 8; Fr 820a). Good very fine, well centred with a good portrait, excessively rare.
$11,000

Italian States: Naples. Charles II of Spain (1665-1700). silver Ducato, 1693. Crowned bust right, IM below
bust, Rev. golden fleece in center, date above, G.100/ AG/A below in fancy frame, 21.7g (Dav 4047; MIR
294; KM 121). Choice extremely fine, lightly cleaned with reverse adjustment marks. Scarce .
$1,000

Italian States: Papal/Roman States. Julius III (1550-55). silver Giulio, Anno II. Engraved by Benevuto
Cellini. Bust left, Rev. Roma standing left, 3.3g (Berman 992; Munt 16). Nearly extremely fine, crease
mark, quite nice for type.
$800

Italian States: Papal/Roman States. Innocent X (1644-1655), silver Piastra, Anno II. Bust right with date
below, Rev. Christ blessing a kneeling St. Peter with .ROMAE. below, 30.6g (Dav 4064; Berman 1814).
About very fine, light tooling, test cut on edge, toned. Rare.
$1,100

Italian States: Papal/Roman States. Alexander VIII (1689-91), silver Piastra, 1690. Bust right, Rev. figure
of the church with tiara, temple, and insignia, date below in Roman numerals. Commemorates papal aid
to Venice during the war with the Turks, 29.4g (Dav 4100; KM 528; Berman 2173; Munt III-13). Nearly
$1,100
extremely fine with lovely old cabinet toning.

Italian States: Papal/Roman States. Innocent XIII (1721-1724), silver Mezzo Piastra, Anno II. Papal arms,
Rev. two reapers, 15.9g (Berman 2518; Munt 4; KM 784). Choice very fine, very scarce.
$1,000

Italian States: Papal/Roman States. Pius VI (1774-1799), gold 2 Zecchini, 1786. Bologna. Papal arms,
Rev. St. Petronius seated on cloud over two shields. (Fr 392; CNI 211; Munt 174), in NGC holder AU 55.
Nicely defined with considerable luster.
$2,100
NGC certification 3813184-008.

Italian States: Sardinia. Carlo Emanuele III (1730-73), gold Zecchino, 1744, Turin mint. Savoy eagle, crown
above, collar of the Supreme Order of the Most Holy Annunciation around, Rev. scene of the Annunciation, date below, 3.47g (Biaggi 783-a; MIR 915-b; Fr 1112; KM 38). Pleasing, in PCGS holder graded AU
58, Pop 1; tied with two other AU-58 pieces at NGC for the finest examples graded at both services, with
$3,200
mint original lustre, rare.
PCGS certification 34312681.

Italian States: Sardinia. Carlo Emanuele III (1730-73), gold ½-Zecchino, 1745, Turin mint. Savoy eagle,
crown above, collar of the Supreme Order of the Most Holy Annunciation around, Rev. scene of the
Annunciation, date below, 1.73g (Biaggi 784-d; MIR 917-b; Fr 1113; KM 40). in PCGS holder graded AU
55, Pop 1; the only example of this type graded at both services, extremely rare.
$3,200
PCGS certification 34313326.

Italian States: Sardinia. Carlo Felice (1821-31), gold 80-Lire, 1829 P, Genoa. Mintmark anchor, bare head
left, date below, Rev. crowned arms within wreath, value below, 25.86g (Gig 11; Fr 1133; KM 123.2), toned,
in PCGS holder graded AU 58, Pop 2; tied for the finest example graded at PCGS.
$1,600
PCGS certification 34313327.

Italian States: Savoy. Carlo Emanuele I (1580-1639), billon 2 Florini, undated. Type VI. Bust in collar right,
Rev. crowned cross, 5.3g (Mir 650, plate coin in Mir and unprice, rated R9, three or less known). Very
Fine, very rare.
$400

Italian States: Tuscany. Pietro Leopold (1765-1790), silver Scudo da 10 Paoli, 1786. Smaller bust right with
only a slight break in legend, Rev. shorter arms with thinner, more circular order chain, 27.3g (Mir 385/1
Rare; Dav 1517; KM C24.4). Choice extremely fine, faint obverse adjustments, tiny edge flaw, lovely original gray tone with underlying luster.
$800

Italian States: Venice. Tomaso Mocenigo (1414-1423), gold Ducat, undated. 3.41g. Doge kneeling before
standing figure of St. Mark, Rev. Christ standing within stars. (Fr 1231), in NGC holder graded MS 63.
$600
Sharply struck with mint luster.

Italy Kingdom, Umberto I (1878-1900), gold 50-Lire, 1884-R, Rome. Bare head
left, Rev. crowned shield within wreath dividing value, 16.17g (Gig 6; Fr 19). Lustrous, in PCGS holder graded MS 61, Pop 1; only 1 graded finer in MS-64+ at PCGS.
$8,000
rare.
PCGS certification 34313328.

JAMAICA

Authority of November 1758, silver Dollar (Six Shillings and Eightpence). Floriated GR raised countermarked within circular indent on both sides of Peru, Lima 8-Reales, 1758 JM, 27.03g (Prid 4; KM 8.5,
host coin KM 55.1). Coin and countermark attractively toned, in PCGS holder graded EF Detail (Tooled),
rare.
$2,500
PCGS certification 34313330.

Authority of November 1758, silver Dollar (Six Shillings and Eightpence). Floriated GR raised countermarked within circular indent on both sides of Mexico, Mexico City 8-Reales, 1758 MM, 26.88g (Prid 4;
KM 8.3, host coin KM 104.2). Coin and countermark toned, in PCGS holder graded EF 40, Pop 1; the
finest example graded at PCGS.
$2,500
PCGS certification 34313329.

JAPAN

Yoshihito 1912-1926, gold 20-Yen, Taisho 5 (1916). 16.63g (KM Y 40.2). Extremely fine with some
lustre.
$1,500

NORTH AFRICA

Islamic, ‘Alawi Sharifs, Mohammed III (1174-1204h), gold mithqal or 10 riyals, Madrid 1201h.
Mint and date on obverse, Rev. legend in Arabic, 16.61g (KM Pn2; Fr 4; Lecompte 1), in
PCGS holder graded EF 45, Pop 2; only 3 graded finer at PCGS, 1 in AU-50, 2 in AU-53
and very rare.
$15,000
PCGS certification 34312684.

Islamic, North Africa, Hafsids, Abu ‘Amr ‘Uthman (839h-893h / 1435-1488), a group of four gold Dinars.
4.39g, 4.41g, 4.43g, 4.47g (Album 513.1). Toned, weakly struck in parts, very fine or better. (4). $1,000

MEXICO

Carlos & Joanna (1516-1556). silver 4 Reales, undated oMo oPo (Mexico City, Assayer “P”). 13.35 g. Plain
circles. Early coinage (1541), crowned arms of Castille and Leon, Rev. crowned pillars, value between,
rhomboidal panel. (KM 0017; Nes-26 var). Toned, in NGC holder graded XF 45.
$1,200
NGC certification 4333276-027.

Carlos & Joanna (1516-1556). silver 4 Reales, undated M-A (Mexico City). 13.5 g. Late Coinage (15421555), crowned arms of Castille and Leon, Rev. crowned pillars over waves, motto between and value
below. (KM 0018). Sharply struck with medium gray tone, in NGC holder graded MS 61.
$1,200
NGC certification 43332273-011.

Silver 8-Reales 1788 Mo-FM and Peru, silver Sol, 1884 B.D., LIBER-TAD in relief (KM 106.2a, 196.19).
First toned good very fine, second toned with underlying lustre, good extremely fine. (2).
$300

Republic, copper Pattern 2-Centavos 1890, Mexico. Struck by Chr. Lauer, Numberg, REPUBLICA MEXICANA, capped Liberty bust left, Rev. ESTADO DE MEXICO, value in circle, date below (KM X-NC14).
Toned with remains of original mint lustre, in PCGS holder graded MS 63RB.
$300
PCGS certification 31802190.

PERU

Charles III (1759-88), silver 8-Reales, 1762 LM JM, Lima mint. Crowned shield, JM to the left, 8 to the
right, Rev. crowned globes between crowned pillars, date below, Lima monogram either side, 26.99g (KM
A64.1). Toned, in PCGS holder graded AU 50, Pop 1; only 1 graded finer in MS-65 at PCGS.
$1,500
PCGS certification 34313331.

PORTUGAL

Rare Gold Sao Vincente

Joao III, 1521-1557. gold Sao Vincente, undated. Lisbon mint. Crowned arms, Rev. Saint Vincent standing
hold palm frond and model ship with stars at sides, 7.2 grams (Fr 31). Very Fine with minor double striking, sharp details, very scrace.
$3,000

RUSSIA

Igor of Kiev (912-945). Bronze Medal, Liberation from the Greeks, from the second half of the 19th
century Historical Series by Jaeger and Iwanoff, bust right. Rev. Soldier and ships at the shore, 78mm
(Diakov 1711 (R1)). Extremely Fine, patchy patina to the reverse.
$250

Alexander II (1855-81), 25 Kopecks 1858 EA# K#, and 3 Kopecks 1877 EA#. Imperial eagle, Rev. crowned
denomination and date (Bit 56, 516; KM C.166.1, Y.11.2). Good extremely fine with original
lustre. (2)  .
$300

SAUDI ARABIA

Faisal bin Abdulaziz Al Saud (1964-1975), gold Medal to commemorate his reign. Bust, almost facing. Rev.
flag and date, legend around, 16g, 26mm. Proof-like, in PCGS holder graded MS 63.
$800
PCGS certification 34313332.

SIERRA LEONE

Sierra Leone Company, Penny, 1791. Struck in bronzed-copper, lion facing, AFRICA below, Rev. clasped
hands, value above and below, four hairs to lion’s tail, three grass blades, edge partly compartmented,
32mm, 19.25g. (Vice 8A; KM 2.1). in PCGS holder graded MS 62BN, toned and an interesting edge
fault.
$800
PCGS certification 34313333.

Sierra Leone Company, Proof Penny, 1791. Struck in bronzed-copper, lion facing, AFRICA below, Rev.
clasped hands, value above and below, two hairs to lion’s tail, two grass blades, plain edge, 30mm, 16.41g.
(Vice 8A; KM 2.2). in PCGS holder graded PR 64 Brown, Pop 6; only 1 graded finer in MS-66 at PCGS,
$500
with colorful toning.
PCGS certification 34313334.

Sierra Leone Company, Proof Cent, 1791. Struck in bronzed-copper, lion facing, AFRICA below, Rev.
clasped hands, value above and below, two grass blades, plain edge, 29mm (Vice 9A; KM 1). in PCGS
$400
holder graded PR 63, with full luster and attractive toning.
PCGS certification 34313335.

Sierra Leone Company, Proof Cent, 1791. Struck in bronzed-copper, lion facing, AFRICA below, Rev.
clasped hands, value above and below, two grass blades, edge partly compartmented, 29mm (Vice 9A; KM
1), in PCGS holder graded PR 63BN, full luster, attractive toning and interesting edge
striking fault.
$400
PCGS certification 34313342.

SOUTH AMERICA

South America, Nineteenth Century
“charm” necklace. Made from beads of
coral and Spanish Colonial silver 1-Real
and ½-Real totalling 46 pieces, four silver
beads and an imitation of a square shape
1733 Mexico 8-Reales as a pendant. All
Spanish Colonial pieces pierced, some in
heart or sun shapes, most fine, a few with
visible dates 1733, 1738, 1783, 1824 or
mint marks in Bolivia, Mexico
and Peru.
$600

SPAIN

Charles IV (1759-1788). gold 4 Escudos, 1787-DV (Madrid). Bust right. Rev. Crowned arms in Order
chain (Fr 284; KM 418.1a). Overdate 7 over 6. Attractive original mint luster, in PCGS holder graded AU
55.
$700
PCGS certification 84259182.

Ferdinand VII (1808-33), silver 8-Reales, 1808 S-CN, Seville mint. Draped bust right, date below, Rev.
crowned arms of Castille and Leon, denomination, mintmark and assayer’s initials either side (Cal 634;
KM 451), in PCGS holder graded MS 61, with a colorful tone.
$300
PCGS certification 34313344.

Joseph Napoléon (1808-14), silver 5-Pesetas, 1809, Barcelona. Lozenge arms in wreath, rev value in
wreath, date below, 27.02g (Calicó 14; Dav 310; KM 69). Superb specimen of this French Occupation
coinage, toned, with underlying luster, in PCGS holder graded MS 63, Pop 2; only 1 graded finer in MS-64
at PCGS.
$2,500
PCGS certification 34313336.

SWITZERLAND

Saint Gall, Abbot Beda Angehrn (1767-96), silver Thaler 1780 B. BEDA D G S.R.I.P., mitre above mantled oval arms, sprays below, Rev. A.B.B S G E.S.I.A.V.E., bear standing right, date below, all within wreath,
27.65g (Dav 1779; KM 34). Attractively toned, with remains of original luster, in PCGS holder graded AU
55, Pop 2; the finest example graded at PCGS.
$2,500
PCGS certification 34313339.

Zurich, City Coinage, silver Thaler, 1722. MONETA REIPUBLICAE TIGURINAE, oval arms of Zurich supported by rampant lion at right, Rev. DOMINE CONSERVA NOS IN PACE above city view,
date in cartouche below, mintmaster’s initials HIG by sky line to the left, 28.05g (Dav 1785; KM 143.1). A
few hairlines otherwise toned, lustrous mint state with eye appeal, in PCGS holder graded AU 58+, Pop
1; only 1 graded finer in MS-62 at PCGS.
$1,500
PCGS certification 34313341.

Zurich, City Coinage, silver Thaler, 1726. MONETA REIPUBLICAE TIGURINAE, oval arms of Zurich supported by two rampant lions, Rev. DOMINE CONSERVA NOS IN PACE above city view, date
in cartouche below, mintmaster’s initials HIG by sky line to the left, 27.78g (Dav 1784; KM 144). Light
weakness on reverse corresponding to obverse shield, lightly toned, in PCGS holder graded AU 55, Pop
1; the finest example graded at PCGS.
$1,500
PCGS certifcation 34313340.

Zurich, City Coinage, silver Thaler, 1790. MONETA REIPUBLICAE TURICENSIS, laurel, palm sprigs
and garland above oval arms of Zurich flanked by lions on thick mantle, Rev. DOMINE CONSERVA
NOS IN PACE above city view, date in cartouche below, 25.28g (Dav 1799; KM 176). Slightly rusty obverse die, with a light cabinet tone, in PCGS holder graded MS 62, Pop 1; the finest example graded at
PCGS.
$1,500
PCGS certification 34313338.

TUNISIA

Tunisia as a French protectorate, coinage in the name of Ali Bey, gold 20-Francs, 1891A. 6.44g (KM 227).
Minor marks in fields, extremely fine.
$350

Tunisia as a French protectorate, coinage in the name of Ali Bey, gold 20-Francs, 1893A. 6.45g (KM 227).
Extremely fine.
$350

WORLDWIDE

USA, 2nd Gordon Bennett Ballooning Cup, 1908 Prize medal. Struck in 18 carat gold and awarded to
Alfred LeBlanc, AERO CLVB OF AMERICA, globe with female figure each side, at centre an orb with
North America’s map emerging from the clouds, American eagle flying above, Rev. Hermes standing right
along 6 lines legend within circle, ALFRED LEBLANC, WORLDS RECORD OF DURATION IN
BALLOON FROM ST LOUIS U.S.A. OCTOBER 21ST 1908 44 HOURS 3 MINUTES, a zeppelin, a
hot air balloon and a biplane in the surroundings, 36 x 36cm, 34.33g. Unsigned medal with a small knock
$2,800
on lower edge, very elegant Art Nouveau style, toned, unique.
Alfred LeBlanc and his American co-pilot Edgar W. Mix covered a distance of 866,867 miles and finished second behind the
German team made of Oskar Erbslöh and his American co-pilot Henry Helm Clayton who covered 872,253 miles. However,
the French team achieved a new world record for duration, 44 hours and 3 minutes in the air while the German team managed
only 44 hours in the air.
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